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On Friday, September 26,
Spectrum loaded up the
buses for our annual
Magical Mystery Tour.
Some of us were privileged
e n o u g h to r i d e i n airc o n d i t i o n e d buses w i t h a
V.C.R. and T V . while the rest
of us rode in the 'cheese boxes'.
The Magical Mystery Tour is
meant to kick-off the year with
some school spirit. It originated
in California, U.S.A. just as a
day to 'ditch' school for a day
together. Its concept was
brought to us in 1974 It was
named 'The Magical Mystery
Tour' after a famous Beatle's
song. Once we were loaded
onto the buses we were on our
way to the unknown.
The real mystery occurred
when we arrived at Island View
Beach, w h i c h we thought was
our destination. U p o n arrival,

we were asked to remain on
the bus while teachers checked
whether we were at the right
place. We weren't!
Beaver Lake was our true
destination. The barbecues
were a l r e a d y set up a n d
everything was ready to go.
The students enjoyed the
lunch/brunch and had time to
do their o w n thing. Some
students p l a y e d ' t o u c h '
football while others sat around
and listened to the music.
The first organized activity
was 'passing the ball under the
chin'. The aim of the game is to

pass a ball d o w n a line of
players from chin to chin with
no hands. The next game
required that teams of players
passed a rope up the pant leg
across the chest and out the
opposite arm of each person.
The final activity was of course
the tug-of-war. A t the very end
the
male
champions
challenged the staff to a play
off. The competition was fierce
and of course the male staff
won!! M r . B o l a n d w a s a
wonderful
commentator
throughout all the activities.
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This year Halloween at Spectrum
was a very scary event with a day
filled with activities organized by
the Student Leadership group.
The day began with apple-bobbing
and face painting. There was also a
pumpkin carving contest w h i c h
produced many unusual faces. The
Cooks Training class won first prize
in the carving contest for their lifesize pumpkin chef.
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The door decorating contest drew a
lot of attention especially the winning
entry by T o m Gordon et a l . . . Students
suggested that the trouble-making
gorilla bore a strong resemblance to
the winner of the door decorating
contest!!
During the lunch hour the real fun
began. Students competed to tell the
spookiest story ever. The contest was
won by Adar Harlson who told us a

rather strange tale. W e finished off
the lunch hour with a costume contest.
Many students and members of the
staff participated. R i c h Tschritter
showed his "feminine side", which
suprised us all, winning him first
prize. He looked rather fine in his
white frock, feather hat and mock fur
bolero. Overall, Spectrum hokies had
an excellent Halloween!
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CAST
Adar Harlson, Natalie
Kardum,
Mike Coghill, Dave Walsh, fen
Nelson, Rob Jones, Heidi Bermudez,
Adrianna
McMullen,
Christa
Hennis
T H E GIRLS
Sandra Lyle, Angela Taylor, Ritu
Saini, Julie Hebb, Lisa Ford, Nat
Keo, Miranda Van't Haaff, Erin
McGee
DANCERS
Shelley Baart, Heidi
Bermudez,
Stacie Couch, Sarah
Gibbons,
Melanie Gordon, Elizabeth Tinga,

Laurie Teixeira
PRODUCTION CAST
Randall Cloak, Lisa Van Buskirk,
Keith Eraser, Brian Whitmore, Jeff
Birmingham,
Tim Barss, Gail
Neuman,
Marinda Van't Haaff,
Rick Ashton, Dan Brown, Mike
Schur, Chris Arbez, Chris Haines,
Harry Stanbridge & Stagecraft, Jim
Taylor,
Jodi Rach,
Courtenay
Jones, Nathan Casey, Mike Bragg,
Terrie Cloak, Tami Kendler,
Melissa
Curtis,
Jen
Porter,
Jennifer O'Ryan,
Erin
Neilson,
Anna Furlong, Barb
Maier
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P l a y i n g to f u l l houses a n d
standing ovations the cast of
Little Shop of Horrors scored a
resounding
success
with
Spectrum's first musical i n the
Fine Arts Complex.
The talented leads i n c l u d e d
Natalie

Kardum

as the

wistful

Audrey Adar Harlson as the bumbling Seymour and Mike Coghill
in a tour-de-force as Mushnick,
Mrs. Luce and the masochistic
dental patient. They were ably
supported by a glittering-chorus
which
sang
and
danced
throughout. A d d i n g glamour
and energy to the story-line were
Sandra

Lyle , Angela Taylor, Julie

Hebb, Lisa Ford, Ritu Saini, Erin
McGee, Miranda Van't Haagg and

Nat Kea as "Brother M a n " .
Memorable moments included
Audrey's poignant" Somewhere
That's G r e e n " , The z a n y
"Mushnick & Son" and the scenestealing dentist episode w i t h
Dave Walsh. Rounding out this
capable cast was Heidi Bermudez,

Adrianna McMullen

and Christina

Hennis. Finally, the carnivorous
plant was brought to life by Rob
Jones as the Plant Operator and
Jen Nelson as the voice of the
plant.
A l s o on stage for the dance
n u m b e r s were members of

Spectrum's

dance

program

i n c l u d i n g : Shelly Baart, Heidi
Bermudez,
Stacie Couch, Sarah
Gibbins, Melanie Gordon, Laurie
Teixeira and Elizabeth Tinga. The

p l a y ran from J a n u a r y 29 to
February 1 performing for full
houses and standing ovations.
A total of ten d e p a r t m e n t s
worked on the production i n a
great team effort.
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Nicole Adlkirchner

Badia Almasri

Sabrina Amaral

David Aquino

Louise Arbez

Brian Baart

Shelley Baart

Jag Bains

Jerry Bahn

Shauna Banks

Bryan Barter

Matt Batey

Mariko Bayley

Allison Bell

Amy Bellefontaine

Nick Bender

Christine Bennett

Manu Bhalla

Mena Bhalla

Balkar Bhatti

Andrea Brown

Dan Brown

Scott Blaikie

Sara Browning

Christina Bonner

Cara Bryan

Sarah Bramley

Angelique Bulosan

Alicia Brandt

Nikol Bustard
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NicoleAdlkirchner: 'Scrunch' likes

Shelley Baart: Shelley likes to hang

to sleep, listen to music and hang out

out with her friends, relax, sleep and

with friends . Her favourite memo-

coach rhythmics. She hopes to be

ries of Spectrum were spares in the

remembered for her pointless story-

cafeteria with Carly and Christina.

telling which goes nowhere, and "the

Nicole's biggest goal is to become a

thing we did, that thing, and the thing

successful lawyer or a doctor, and

that was the thing." Shelley will al-

travel. Tammy- you'll always be my

ways remember the Magical Mystery

sunshine. Alicia- it's not a Chevy, it's a Chevrolette.

Tour. Warm Fuzzies and grad. Shelley hopes to one day

Carly Tschetter 'cheese'- thanks for those talks in the

be in the director's chair yelling 'Action!'and 'Cut!' Her

cafeteria during our spares. Marlene- Never forget those

dreams are to be well known in the motion picture

trips to Moxies! Kevin Truong-1 really am the 'devil',

business— 'filthy rich would be nice!' Laura and Ritu-

you knew it all along!

you two have what I need. Bryan - Thanx for making me
F O C U S ! Daren- you know I'm your #1 fan. Thanx for

Louise Arbez: 'Weazie' enjoys read-

being there when you could. To all my other friends, I

ing, painting, going to the movies

love you all, keep in touch!

with friends, and cuddling with her
cats. Louise's friends will remember

Shauna Banks: 'Habib' likes to hang

her as sweet, very shy, sensitive, quiet,

out with her boyfriend Keith, go to

totally optimistic and crazy about cats.

movies and play pool. Her favourite

Louise dreams of travelling to Eng-

memories of school were grad, and

land and staying close to her family

all the times spent with Kristel,

and friends. Her favourite memories of school were

Darrell, M i k e and Tina. Shauna

Mac's gym class, grad, friends, meeting new people,

dreams of working on a farm with

and all the laughs. "Imagine no possessions, I wonder if

miniature animals, preferably in Or-

you can. No need for greed, no hunger, a brotherhood

egon, U S A . Plan B is to work with computers. Shauna

of man. Imagine all the people, sharing all the world.

thanks Darrell for all his support and humour and Keith

You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one. I

for all his love.

hope someday you '11 join us, and the world will be as
one." John Lennon

Bryan Barter: 'Swayler Jr.' enjoys working out and
playing sports. He will never forget November 23,1996,

Bryan Baart: 'Little M a n ' enjoys

for this was the day he met the beautiful ' B . ' In ten years,

hanging out with friends, and one

Bryan hopes to own many businesses

day hopes to pursue a career in video

around the world, including a world

arts. His ultimate goal is to make a

famous gym. He also wants to marry

movie. Brian's favourite memory of

a rich, gorgeous woman. Bryan was a

school was finishing it. Brian would

spectacular student who never missed

like to thank his sister for what she

a class in his two years at Spectrum.

calls 'competition'.

Without Mac's class, he wouldn't have
come to school!

Rhiannon Cervin

Brandi Chapman

Reggie Charlie

Nancy Chiu

Laura Choi

Sharon Clark

Ashley Clarke

Jen Clausen

Michael Coghill

Jenn Crist

Lindsay Cumiskey

Melissa Curtis

Sarah Dashwood-Jones

Lara Delo

Angie De Medeiros

Nick De Medeiros

Nelia De Melo

Aaron Denton

Gurbinder Dhade

Amandip Dodd

Karn Dodd

Pam Dosanjh

Marcus Doty

David Ell

Robert Emmett

Alex Ekering

Matt Batey: Matt enjoys spending

goals are to become anything but a cook. Correne would

time with Cori, friends and family,

like to say thanks to Emily for getting us kicked out of

and working on his truck. He is in-

Tillicum M a l l !

volved in field/box lacrosse and basketball officiating. Matt will always

Allison Bell: Allison will never for-

remember the Black Box competi-

get talks with Shelley and Pauly, and

tion- "Skills Can." In ten years, he

her'n Ritu tryin' to act tough. Lynn-

hopes to be working as a professional

best friends forever. Next stop- Eng-

pastry chef at the Empress Hotel, living with his wife, two

land! ' F E R D ' . Ritu, we have way too

kids, and playing lacrosse for the Shamrocks. Thanks to

many memories. To Nicki, Laura,

M o m and Dad, Bro and Sis, Jeff, Chefs Armstrong and

Jamie, Lindsay, 'Sat' and Kevan-

Kirk, Mrs. Grant, Cook Training classmates.

thanx for making it such a great year."

Mariko Bayley: Mariko was born in North Vancouver.

Amy Bellefontaine: A m y can't wait to see the graduat-

She enjoys going to the gym with

ing class of 1997, so we can get on

Mic and Amy and hanging out with

with the rest of our lives and reunite

the 'Buds'. After grad, 'Meeks' hopes

in 20 years to see the change of age.

to meet lots of new people while

Amy hopes to move with her kitty

travelling through Europe or Africa.

cats to Alberta to live with her boy-

Mariko will not miss Spectrum, but

friend. Amy's goals for the future

will miss the Friday night sessions

include: being the ideal career woman/

with Deep, Manu and 'Fents'. To the

Supermom, getting married, earning

South Central Saanich Crew -What goes around comes

her Early Childhood Care Certification, running a daycare,

around. Good luck, grads- it's been a blast!

dealing with animals, and 'goin' grey from stress!' She
would also like to get into cosmetology, with photogra-

^Hfe&

Paul Becker: Paul is involved in

phy as a hobby. Amy says, Hey, Mrs. Thayer, you're an

gymnastics, acting, dance and he also

awesome teacher. These last few years have been some

likes to recite and write poetry and

of the best, and worst lessons of life.

play the spoons. Paul will be remem\

bered as the 'dancer', 'and being

Nick Bender: 'Blender' likes to work

featured in 'the Paul Becker Story

out and play sports. Among his fa-

1995/96. He plans to travel the world

vourite memories of Spectrum were

in his private jet

friends, parties and Grad '97. One

with his wife. He also wants to do

day, Nick hopes to go to college and

what he loves to do: invest his money

get a degree in Criminal Justice, He

wisely, settle down and have four

dreams of becoming a police officer.

mini Paul Beckers running around.

He thanks his friends for their support and said, 'What's up?' to the Cougs.

Correne Becvar: 'Bean' likes to go
to 9:00 movies and parties. 'Rene's
22

Christine Bennett: 'Christine Bean'
will remember the '007 mission' with
Carmen and Christine H . To LeeAnn, Kelowna rocked! The D D D !
To Christine H . - Step away from the
shopping cart! To all my friends, I
love ya. Keep in touch. Sorry about

Mena Bhalla: Mena was involved
in the track and soccer teams at Spectrum. Her favourite memory of school
was meeting all the wonderful, caring people she calls her friends. Mena
hopes to have a successful career and
possibly a family and experience different cultures by travelling. Mena's

the Arch Deluxe!

friends will remember her as the slowest eater.
Cameron Betts: Cam likes to tow
illegally parked cars, work on his

Each day, we will be presented with new opportunities.
What we make of them will reflect our lives.

truck and go to the demo races. He is
Balki Bhatti: Balki was bom in V i c -

in the Pit Crew for demo truck #15.

I toria, and enjoys football, basket-

Cam's most embarrassing moment

ball, video games and friends. His

at Spectrum was M r . Ross always

most memorable times at school were

telling him that he would become a

^ Pro-D days and the Magical Mystery

famous writer. Cameron's friends will

Tour. ' M C Ackbar' dreams of be-

remember him as the guy who always says "Hey, how's

coming a computer engineer in Bos-

it goin?" Cam hopes to be race his own demo truck in the

ton, and a multi-billionaire. For now.

future. His goal is to become a mechanic or an electrician.
You can set my truck on fire and roll it down a hill, but I
still wouldn't trade it for a Coupe deVille. I met all my

he is involved in the Victoria Floor
Hockey League.

girlfriends in traffic jams- there's just something women
like about a Pickup Man!

Jordan Blackstock: 'Jordie' enjoys
hockey, baseball, mountain biking

Manu Bhalla: Manu's most memorable moment was when 'Blender'
washed his face in a puddle and said,
"I have to see my mom." Special
| mention for the boys, 'Jim Carrey',
'2-2', Andrea, Scott, Adam, Deep,
'Blender', 'Kouch' and Ben. Paul-

and skiing. His favourite memories
of school were grad, and of course
weekends. Jordan would like to thank
Mr.

Tschritter,

M a c and M s .

Armstrong for supporting him through school. 'Jordie's'
dream for the future is to be a professional hockey player.

let's go to the dog some time. Later to
my gator crew and the 'Friday night sesh crew' and to the
Colquitz 'Get Along Gang'. 'Bindow' and Sarah, I hope
I'm invited to the wedding. Ha Ha, Ange! To the rest of
my friends, it's cool. To Spectrum, 'later' andtheCanucks
rule.

Christina Bonner: 'Squirt' enjoys

I

sleeping, hanging with friends and
trips to Moxies. Her favourite
memories of school were spare
blocks in the cafeteria with Carly
and Nicole. In future years, Christina
hopes to be in New York or Barbados, working as a
successful lawyer or novelist.
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Samantha Haymes

Natalie Heartwell

§

Julie Hebb

Aaron Helland

Christa Hennis

Lisa Hicke

Lee-Ann Hooper

Mitch Hughes

Aaron Hurlburt

Jeff Ireland

Chantal Hiekel

Stephanie Holt

Cheryl Jackson

Allyson Jacobson

Allan Jang

Courtenay Jones

Melanie Kaller

Natalie Kardum

Sarah Keane

Erin Keddie

Nathan Kellogg

Tami Kendler

Lisa Khudra

Kimberly Kidd

Simi Komal

Dragana Kosjer

Matthew Krawchuk

Stephanie Kresier

Amy Kilmer

Damaris Knudson

Odin Lake

Mike Lambert

Erik Larsen

Lisa Lenius

Herman Leung

Anthony Lewis

Mike Linton

Anika Louie

Dan Low

Andrew Bonin: Andrew was born in Sudbury, Ontario.

cruzin' in the Prelude around Royal

He enjoys playing laser tag, going to movies, or just

Roads was a blast. Thanks for the fun

hanging with friends. In ten years, Andrew hopes to be

times. Ben- you're number one on

working as a T.V. editor. For support throughout school,

my list. I can't forget my synchro

he would like to thank Lynne Smith and Michael Kellogg.

buds. Tamara- I love you! Leslie,

Andrew dreams of being an extra on 'Star Trek'.

didn'tlseeyou onBaywatch? You're
my duet partner for life. I'll always be

Lisa Boorman: Lisa won't forget

a hokie at heart."

'Bundar' stories with Brienne L . or
being in 'the Enya' with Jen M . Lisa

Sara Browning: 'Sare Bear's favourite memories of

loves fresh air smokes and T-nights

school were meeting people, and

with Jen. To Angie D.-Hoot, hoot. I

making IJ's with Jodi. She would

wonder if the D Q sink is clean yet.

like to thank 'Ricki Chicken', Jodi,

To my girl Candace- straight out of

Ryan, Jason, Christina, Amber,

Fairfield. I'll never forget the raves!

Christine B . , M o m and Dad for all

To 'theTobinator'-camping was the

their support. Christopher, Mike and

best.

Nathan- Mammer Jammer, Kosher
Pickle the sum' of '95 was the B E S T

Alicia Brandt: 'The Jolly B . ' will

ever. Grant-I'U never forget you. Jason- I'll see you at tha

never forget taking advantage of her

Crossroads. Ryan- can I borrow five bucks? You're the

powers as a photographer, and laugh-

sanest person I know. 'Jode'- 12:34 always.

ing so hysterically that she fell off a
curb and nearly broke her ankle. Her

Cara Bryan: 'Cara Beara' is involved in the Victoria

friends will remember her for the

City Rowing Club. She also enjoys playing piano, being

mindless remarks, new and interest-

with friends and drawing. Her fa-

ing 'nose tricks', extreme sensitivity

vourite memories of school were grad

and fake curls. Alicia would like to make a difference in

and Student Leadership. Cara hopes

the lives of others, possibly as a doctor or researcher who

to go to the Olympics with Elise, and

finds cures for diseases. Nicole- Thanks for being such a

live on the moon with her alien hus-

unique friend. Christina- Hey 'Squirt'...Chi-boing-boing.

band. These 13 years have gone by

Your unexpected noises always make me laugh. Nikol-

pretty fast. There have been times

remember our deal?

when I thought I'd never graduate.
I'd like to thank all my friends especially Elise, Kanako'

Andrea Brown: Well, it was fun while it lasted. Linds

and 'Jippy'.

and Ange, I love you guys. Thanks for being there all
these years. Michael- You're the best, in more than one

Angelique Bulosan: Angelique will never forget Peer

way. To my party boys Manu and Deep, I'll always be

Counselling, 'the posse', friends, flats, coffee. The Battle

your Andrea. Len- I've told you how many times now?

of the Mocktails and The Morphing of the Personas that

Aaron and Scott- thanks for the memories on Robson

she joined with Robyn, choir trips. B i g Milkshakes,

Street. Mark- you' 11 always be my best bowling pal. Paul- Country Inn and National Geographic, English with M r .
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Gubbles, and the top riser. In ten

motion picture business. He would

years, Angelique hopes to live hap-

like to thank M r . Smith from

pily, own a cafe, and have a white, fat

Reynolds for being a great counsel-

pug.

Let me be, let me die inside, let

lor and teacher, Carola Sarrat for

me know the way from this world of

helping him through math class at

hate in you.-Smashing Pumpkins

Spectrum, and Mrs. Peets for Communications 11. Nathan's last words

Nikol Bustard:

to Spectrum grads are: It's been an

' N i k i ' dreams of going to Holly-

interesting couple of years.

wood and becoming famous. Her
most embarrassing moment of school

Rhiannon Cervin: Vanouver born

was falling down the stairs about a

Rhiannon would like to thank her

billion times. She likes spending time

' M a ' and 'G-ma', who gave her

with her friends, and will be remem-

hope when she thought the only cure

bered for her perfume. To all you

was to give up. Peace to the 'Spahan

guys and everyone else, thanks for the awesome memo-

Clan'- thanks for the memories, ac-

ries. I love you all.'

ceptance, and for teaching her what
can't be taught in school. To any

Sarah Busuttil: ' M o o ' likes to go

educators

for coffee with Damaris. Her favour-

criticism has made her stronger. For those of you who

ite memories of school were Pro-D

should have been in her life, but weren't, she made it to

days, graduation,

the top, regardless.

lunch time,

who didn't believe in her, your negative

Mazatlan , bug bites from Mt. Doug,
Dave's heart attacks, and the possi-

Melissa Chan: I love you, Kirk.

bility of an ulcer. Sarah hopes to

Greg-Dawg, you're my friend. Lester

become a double secret agent living

and 'Banana', stop hiding out in

in a really warm place in her B I G ocean-view house

Skidney and come play with me! I

doing nothing except having coffee. Her dreams include

miss you, Cici. Lissy, you're my best

making lots of money, having a really good tan, travel-

friend.

ling, and skydiving. Live each Friday to its fullest 'cuz it

been there for me. I love you. Kimmy-

could be the last Friday of our lives.

you little lifesaver. Uh-oh, Lisa, you

J I M B O , Y o u have always

made someone jealous. Ryan- I miss your porcupine
Michelle Cameron: Michelle thanks

head. Adee! Get away Chris! I found her. I saved Brandi

her friends particularly A m y and

from the Chicken Lady. Hey, I'm Flip too, Willson. To

Mariko-juice monkeys rock! To the

you, my sweet, who every day teaches me more and more

Northridge cVm-always be 'Rebel

about what it really is to love, I thank you.

L's'. To all the grads of 1997- Good
Luck!"
Nathan Daniel Casey: Nathan hopes
work somewhere in the theatre or
27

Thuy Luong Le

Lheng Madrid

Rob Manson

PI

Sue McLeod

Adriana McMullen

George Markolefas

Erin Magee

Jenn Maloney

Sarabjit Manhas

Mellisa Manning

Jenene Marquette

Mike Marx

Sara Matthews

Daren McLean

Holly M c R a e

Jessica Melvin

Elise Michalski

Debra Miller

Ravinder Nijjar

Wayne Ojala

Sean Porter

Sandi Power

f
Kailey Miller

Anna Morris

Erin Neilson

Stephanie Parry

Kristian Pearson

Susie Pereira

Kelly Nguyen

Daniel Perry

Brandi Chapman: Brandi dreamed

about the hidden driveway, Nik? .

of having friends just like Pam,

Great movies, heh! L i n z , Nat-a

Sarina, Nancy, Lan, Louise, Lisa,

pitcher of water please. Hey Erin,

Tasha. Jen, Eva, Brandi, Chelsea,

remember

Laura, etc. In her spare time, ' B . '

M & M s . Court-say cheese! Dan-

likes to dance, play pool, go to mov-

someday I'll grow, thanks for all the

ies, shop and write poetry with Nath.

talks! K i m , the gardener's better

Brandi hopes to travel, get married

than... No way! Adam - Make sure

and move to a tropical island paradise. Sarina- my

you've got gas next time. See ya down in Hollywood

favourite Apni- Kiddah? Pam(mer-Jammer)- Let's just

Nikol!"

our sailors! B r o w n

pretend the majority of grade 7 never happened, friends
forever. Louise- Romeo's out there somewhere. MeLissa-

Sharon Clark: Sharon was born in

thanx for the rescue from the Chicken Lady!! Special

Peterborough, Ontario. In her spare

thanks to my close friends, M u m and Dad-1 love you,

time Sharon listens to music and

Mrs.Hall and the always cheerful office ladies.

hangs out with friends. Sharon hopes

WE

M A D E IT!!"

to go to college to become a social
worker, move out of her parents

Nancy Chiu: 'Silky Sayoko' enjoys

house, travel around the world, and

listening to music, shopping, Japan

get more body piercings and tatoos. If

animation, playing sports and writ-

you ever need anything, please don't hesitate to ask

ing poetry. Her friends will remem-

someone else first-Nirvana.

ber her for her distinguished personality and everlasting

cheerfulness.

Jennifer Clausen: Jen enjoys spend-

Nancy' s favourite memories of Spec-

ing time with Edd. Jen's friends will

trum were Adriana's B B Q at the

remember her as the 'Princess of

M M T , and of course, graduation. Nancy hopes to attend

Edd'. Jen will always remember Har-

university, travel to learn about other cultures but most of

bour Fest, 'seuey' runs, the family

all, she wants to make a difference in the world by helping

mobile and Thanksgiving. After grad

others. Special thanks to her 'ring of friends', Brandi,

Jen will not miss Spectrum at all but

Sarina, Pam. Simi, Lisa K . , Lan, Louise, Adriana, Sarah

she will miss Becky's old house and

L . , Holly, and Alysha. Kamikaze' - What's up? Laissez-

'Cypress Hill by candle light with the Mother. Jen said to

faire. 'Sky Crusher"- It was great while it lasted... B i l l

all her friends. I hope this isn't the end.

Gates is better than you! To Mark H . - Rest in peace, you
will always be in my heart. Good luck to all Spectrum

Jennifer Crist: 'Rosey' was born on

Hokies.

the Queen Charlotte Islands. She likes
to swim, hang out with friends and

Ashley Clarke: Ashley will always be remembered as

relax. 'Rosey' is involved in soccer

the cute, curly-haired one. Her hopes and dreams for the

and a youth group. Jennifer's dreams

future are to continue with school, and take a road trip

are to marry, have four kids and to

down to California with her buds to go sky diving. How

become a dental hygienist.
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Melissa Curtis: 'Dorth' enjoys sing-

her little funny bunny-you've gotin

ing, acting and spending time with

goin' on. To Brienne and Lisa, my

friends. She is involved in lots of

'Hoochie Mamas who made her

theatre and choir. Favourite memo-

Queen, as

ries of Spectrum were all of the mu-

everythang'-You know where it's

sicals she participated in. Melissa

at. We can't forget the K . B . C boys-

hopes to be in professional Musical

Spectrum wouldn' t be the same with-

Theatre- "Hmmm, Broadway would

out yah'. Last but not least, to the

be nice! Melissa thanks to 'Lissykins', Lisa and Jen,

man who shares her many secrets!

well

as

'King

of

'Life, Love, Listen' and 'Grease' cast, and all her comedian, acting and singing friends: 'Sugar Sugar', 'Super-

Neliah DeMelo: 'Curly' enjoys mu-

man', Kirk, etc.... Ryan, love always. X O X O .

sic, watching T . V and talking on the
phone. Neliah's friends will always

Sarah Dashwood-Jones: Sarah's fa-

remember her for the way she made

vourite memory of school was find-

them laugh. In ten years, she hopes to

ing her true love. Mike W and her

be a music producer and singer in

two best friends Kelly N . and Erin

Toronto. Neliah thanks her parents

N., her very special friend Dragana,

for their continual support, Omar

her cutie A l l a n ,

two

Facey, Sheila Richardson and sister, Paula. 'Curly' dreams

'Bindows', Deep and Manu. Sarah

of marrying Omar Facey, living in a nice house in

hopes to have a stable, well paying

Toronto, having kids and attaining her dream job.

and the

job, get married, have two kids, and travel.
G u r binder Dhade: 'Gurbi' was born
Lara Delo: 'Blair' spends her spare

in India. He likes to listen to music,

time with her friends acting weird

watch movies study, and play soc-

Remember that 'Fraggle Rock', Gang-

cer and badminton . Gurbinder's fa-

ster Nights and Girls' Nites Out will

vourite memory of school was his

never die. M i c and Kailey- 200 beats

first day at Spectrum and his first

a minute. 'Curly'- we have way too

class with M r . Tschritter. 'Gurbi'

many memories, but summer '95,

hopes to achieve all his goals, get

dewy cul-de-sacs and the 'eggs' are

married, have children and be with his parents. He thanks

the best! Indi- whaaa! To my guys from A . B . S - I'll

to all his teachers, counsellors and friends who helped

always be your little princess. To my 'Yohawk'-1 love

him especially Mrs. Hall, Mr. Clemens, Carola and M r .

you, and, oh ya, finally! 'Rave Queen's friends will

Ross. After graduation Gurbinder plans to complete

remember her most for her lippy remarks. Lara's final

courses in electronics and computers. 'Gurbi' would like

words to Spectrum: Whoa Nelly!

to thank Spectrum for respecting a newcomer. He says
that Spectrum provides everyone with the opportunity to

Angie De Medeiros: Remember the late nights, gals? To

graduate.

my best friend 'Pudums'-the handshake and the Nair
incident will never be forgotten. 361 -cows, baby. To Jen,
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Shawn Tiffin

Joel Truscott

LenWadsworth

Brenda Tobin

Carly Tschetter

Ryan Walper

Scott Travers

Marinda Van't Haaff

Steve Watters

Adam Tribe

Kevin Truong

Lan Truong

Lisa Van Buskirk

Chris Vermiere

Emily Vucic

Cecelia Watts

Tammy West

Kyle Weston

Michael Williams

Si
Adam Wharram

Dan Wilde

Chris Williams

Jason Williams

Lauren Williams

Melissa Wilson

Dan Wright

Jen Young

I
Jacklyn Wilson

Leah Wilson

Phuong Nguyen

Amandip Dodd: 'Amadee' was in-

school doesn't mean there is no more knowledge to be

volved in Mahta and Aman's famous

attained. We learn from each of life's challenges. I can't

work-out strategies and cheers. She

wait to see life - outside school schedules - in a grown-up

dreams of 'sippin' on something

world.

good' and lying on a beach in California with her fine, rich husband, or

Shawn Dumont: 'Sky Crusher' likes computers, listen-

visiting Mahta in Omar's arms.

ing to music, swimming, badminton, and little 'Silky

'Armandeep' would like to thank

Sayoko'. His most memorable moments in school were

'Lack' for inspiring her, and Karn, Mahta, Trev, Ben and

meeting Nancy Chiu, graduation and M r . Ross's classes.

crew for believing in her. She will always love the St.

'Sparky's futuristic goal is "to squish B i l l Gates like a

Andrews Crew, and will remember them as being 'nor-

bug". He would like to thank Nancy and her 'ring of

mal, while the rest of the world was a little different'. She

friends', Tom K . , Eric L . , and his grandparents for their

leaves Spectrum saying, You don't know 'till you know.

love and support. His favourite quote is, If Scotty can't
fix it, no one can.

Pam Dosanjh: Pam's favourite
I memories were grad, lunches with

J JeffDuyndam: Jeff says that he's an

I Brandi and Sarina and being part of

MWm^k

I the P C S Y A C . She hopes to be suc-

O

1 expert on procrastination, and hopes
toteachac.assonitoneday.Hehkes

I cessful, live a long and happy life,

soccer, volleyball, basketball, golf,

* travel around the world and make a

tennis, badminton, baseball and ski-

difference in people's lives. Sarina-

ing. His favourite memories of school

WKm. the bathroom, K F C . Visualize, Mr.

were caving at Home Lake, and

Dipper, Michael Jackson, South In-

graduation. The road to get here wasn't easy but now that

dian, etc. So many good memories and many more to

I'm here, I don't plan on staying. I'm off to university to

come.Thanx for being a great cuz! Brandi- I'm glad

earn a degree or two. Y o u can't steal second base with

we're friends now and I know we will be forever! You're

your foot still on first.

M
WL
j^M

A

the best! Robin, my favourite sister- you're definitely one
inamillion. Good Luck to all grads. Yesterday is not ours

Alex Ekering: Alex can be found

to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or lose. —Lyndon

collecting game systems and Celicas.

Johnson

Spectrum will remember him for his
bright orange van. His favourite

Marcus Doty: Marcus would like to

memory of school was actually get-

thank his 'comrades' f or helping him

ting through it properly, and he says

through tough times. Known as 'Mar,

his most embarrassing moment was

the somewhat giddy young lad with

the fact that he was here for so long.

mild psychological p r o b l e m s ' ,

Alex hopes to teach Japanese or work as a mechanic, and

Marcus would like to be a computer

wants all of his cars to be finished when he's worked on

programmer and face challenging experiences and be-

them himself. Alex would like to thank the school for

come a better person than he is now. Learning is an

letting him come back, and leaves Spectrum saying,

ongoing process. Just because I leave the confines of this

You 11 never be able to write in those heels!" -Ross Perot
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Rob Emmett: Rob was born in W i n -

the Olympics. Adam says, Thanx for

nipeg, Manitoba. In his spare time,

being there—One Love. To Deep-

he enjoys watching T . V . His favour-

friends since kindergarten and still

ite memories of Spectrum were the

going. Special thanks to 'Baby Paw',

times spent with his friends. Rob

for everything.

hopes to eventually be married with
1/'

two kids, and have an awesome ca-

Dayo Fakunle: Dayo, who was born

reer as a lawyer or military officer.

in Nigeria, hopes

Rob would like to thank Pat and his Mom for their

to practice medicine. She is pres-

support., and the one that means a lot to me, Chrissy.

ently involved in track and field and

Everyone. I'm just glad to grad!

likes to listen to music. Dayo's fa¬
vourite memory of school is the peo-

Justin Evans: 'Meat Pie' was born

ple she has met. Dayo's hopes for the

in Victoria. He likes hanging out at

future include having a family and a

the mall, and will never forget his

successful career.

grade ten Science class. In ten years,
Justin hopes to be in Japan working

Kelly Forbes: Kelly likes to play

as a professional chef. He leaves this

baseball, volleyball and hang with

message to Sean. Good o f Sodium

friends. Her friends will remember

in the dry store!

her for her long red hair. Kelly's
message reads. It was a blast to be a

Omarlie Facey: Omarlie was born in Kingston, Ja-

hokie with my buds. To all the people

maica, and he was a member of the Spectrum soccer

I met- goodbye. To my friends Leah,

team. Omarlie likes to go to the gym to lift weights and

Anika, Jen, Melanie, Angela, Laura,

shoot the ball. He will remember

Jenn, Shelley. Ritu, Allison, Jay, Kevan, Brian, Ryan.

going sailing with M r . Clemens,

Gerritt and whomever I missed- I'm glad we are friends.

Carola, Sarabjit,Geyi,Gurbinderand

I had a great time. M o m and Dad- Love you.

Art. His friends will remember him
as being a friendly guy. In ten years

Lisa Ford: Lisa thanks Smell, Lissa

he hopes to be making furniture.

and Ricki-Chicken and all the other

Omarlie would like to say thanks to

hokies she met at Spectrum. She

Mr. Clemens. Carola, Mrs. Peets and

hopes to work a steady job, get mar-

Ms. Carlow for making his school life great. He hopes to

ried, retire and all the rest... M o -

travel the world, get married and have 25 kids. Omar

ment, mud moment and the sleepover,

thanks everyone at Spectrum

Timbit.

Adam Filby: 'Niggs' was born in Grande Prairie, A l -

Scott France: Scott enjoys playing golf, pinball, work-

berta. He would like to acknowledge his closest friends

ing on his old Chevy and being with his girl. His favourite

at Spectrum, Mt. Doug and others not in school. Adam

memories of school were all the hours he spent in the

enjoys competing in track and hopes eventually to be in

shop. His most embarrassing moment was knocking
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down 40 feet of fence at Wal-Mart.

win a Grammy for makeup artistry and meet Drew

Scott hopes to go to college and

Barrymore for lunch. She thanks Aaron, Andrea and Mr.

become somebody and to get mar-

Kellogg- without whose help she may not be here. As I

ried one day. Scott says. Those who

was walking up the stairs, I met a man who wasn 't there.

think they know everything, are an-

He wasn't there again today, I wish that man would go

noying to those of us who do.

away.

M a n d e e p

NyomyGooder: 'Shorty's' favour-

Galhon: 'Deep' wants to say "waz-

ite memories of school were the

up" to all his friends. ' N i g z ' - 17

Warm Fuzzy Assemblies. She en-

years and counting. G . G . B .

joys swimming and being with her
friends. Her most embarrassing mo-

Mark Garrison: Mark was born in

ment was getting lost on the first day

Port Alberni. He likes playing and

of school. Nyomy hopes to be a social worker. She thanks

writing music, hanging out with friends, hiking camping.

Sheila Richardson and her friends for believing in her.

He is involved in Mr. Gordon's rock
band 'Free Toy Inside'. Mark hopes

Bryan Goudie: ' G . G ' was born in Pulmon, Washington.

to play in a successful band and to

He would like to recognize Daren

become a recording engineer. Scared

McLean for opening his eyes basket-

to be honest, be yourself- A cow-

ball and for helping him become a

I ardly man!-Korn.

leader. 'Brain Gouds' is on the basketball team and has a strong share in

Vinnie Girard: 'Pink Dogg' was

Club Med. Bryan's favourite memory

involved in rugby and the Student Council. Vinnie hopes

of school was shooting a three point

to become a big, buff fireman. He

shot against S . M . U . Bryan hopes to

also aspires to keeping his head on

find a job after university which will make him happy.

straight, having a family and kids
and a 500 Benz. 'Pink Dogg' hopes

^ 2 ,

Ricki Graham: 'Ricki Chicken' enjoys dancing and

everyone's goals and dreams come

spending time with her friends. 'The

true. You've just got to reach for |

Three Musketeers' are the best. She' 11

them. Don't waste it 'cause life is too

always remember coffee talks with

Short.

'Sara-bear' and 'Doji'. W e ' l l always
have Disneyland Cheryl, Sara and
Lindsay Goebel:

'Drew' enjoys

Jodi. Don't ever forget the moun-

writing, shopping, and hospital vol-

tains. 'Sara-bear'-1 can't live if liv-

unteeri ng. One day 'Aaron' s Siamese

ing is without you! Cindy- you'll

T w i n ' hopes to live in her Vancouver

always be my favourite sister. Lee-

condo, work as a makeup artist.for

ann-'white chocolate brownie'. Michelle- Don't ever

motion pictures, own a silver N S X ,

forget November 23rd and our crazy

adventures.

Christopher- thank you for always being there.
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April Grant: This Edmontonian

+ Fairy tales can come true + it could happen to you + the

likes spending time with her friends

sweets + the turmoil + the sighs + purple + The Simpsons

and sleeping in. Her favourite memo-

+ the good and the bad + Fimo + clay + scripts + doodles

ries were graduating, and all the crazy

+ high hopes + ambition + revolutions + dreams + friends

things done with her F R I E N D S . April

= ME "

would like to thank her family and
friends, her two favourite teachers in

Christine Harris: Christine was

the world M r s . Fitz and Jackie

born in Edmonton, Alberta. In her

Macdonald for all their support. She dreams of travelling

spare time, she enjoys going out with

on her Harley Davidson. You learn from the best, by

friends and playing the

being the best.

Christine hopes do something excit-

piano.

ing in an exciting place. She says her
Joanna Groves: 'Jo' likes to go to

favourite memory of school was how

movies or concerts and spend time

she couldn't wait to be finished.

with her friends. Her favourite
memory of school was English class

Lisa Harrison: Lisa hopes to one

with Anna in grade 11. She is in-

day go sky diving with all her friends.

volved in Student Leadership. Joanna

—Dave thanks for everything! Love

hopes to become a lawyer, build her

you always! She will always remem-

dream home and go to Europe. If you

ber the good times with Lindsay,

never have a dream, you will never have a dream come

Christa, Ash, Nat, Court and Shawn—

true.

Thanks for all the talks.

Landon Hahn: Ten years from now,

Samantha Haymes:

Landon will be rippin' up the waves

very involved with baseball and en-

in Oahu and chillin' at his beach

joys swimming. One memory she

house. His favourite memory of

would like to forget was laughing so

school was taking the day off to
skydive in Abbotsford.

*1

'Sammy' is

hard that she fell out of her desk.
Sammy hopes to marry have four
children and become an elementary

Adar Harlson: Adar is a nutty guy who loves to make,

school teacher. Her dream for the

watch and write movies. 'Tis a far, far better thing that I

future is to make the Canadian Olympic Softball Team.

do now, than I have ever done before.

She would like to thank Jenn C , Leah. Melanie, Jen,

Amigas + soul + 70's music + the

Kelly, Ange, and Shelly and her good friend Sally.

Clan + art + the little things + disco +

Everything happens for a reason, but it's up to you to

film + swell times + slap-dash + the

figure out what that is.

lime and the coconut + fascination +
coffee + Jer's couch + bad flicks + the
hats + wild hair + the songs + the
parties + cigars + F C + photography
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school, she would like to thank Christy Stewart and
Cheri. Chantal's goals for the future are to own a big
house in the country, and have horses, cats and lots of
Natalie Heartwell: Natalie was born

land.

in Edmonton, Alberta. She hopes to
sky dive after grad and to travel around

Stephanie Holt: 'Barbie's" favourite memories of school

Europe. To all her friends she says,

were afternoons in the 'dishpit' with Justin and Jesse.

love ya, and always keep in touch!

Stephanie would like to say "thanks" to Ritu Saini for
being an incredible friend, and to Jessica Melvin for

4fl

Julie Hebb: 'Jules' was born in Glas-

always being there. To everyone from C K . Tr. 11 and 12-

gow, Scotland. She likes being with

thanks for making it bearable. Stephanie's dreams for the

her friends, playing pool, drawing

future are to become a professional chef/baker. Her final

and photography class. 'Jue' was in-

words to Spectrum grads are, Don't waste your time

volved in 'The Little Shop of Hor-

searching for all the colours in the rainbow, or you '11 end

I rors'. Her favourite memory of school

up missing the pot of gold!

I was graduation. Julie hopes to open
her own art gallery or produce a new

Lee-Ann Hooper: 'Hoops' will al-

Disney movie and her dream for the future is to become

ways remember her missions with

an artist while travelling round the world.

Andrea, 14 years of them. 'Project
O', 11.40, Home and 'Project E . '

Christa Hennis: Tnga's favorite

"Ricki- meet me at Moxies. Christine

memories were the summer going

B . - Kelowna was the best. Let's road

into grade 12, and graduation. She

trip again. Brenda-Just eat the Turkey!

hopes to become a teacher. Christa is
involved in drama, dance, CPS, choir/

Mitch Hughes: Mitch 'Arnold' Hughes ( A . K . A . 'The

vocal jazz and musical theatre. Christa

Cripple') enjoys soccer, wrestling, badminton, volley-

enjoys reading, hanging out with

ball, golf, tennis and bowling. Mitch

friends, listening to music, doing crafts and writing. The

plans to go to England to play soccer.

memory of 'Inga' and 'Ursula' will live forever. Her

Thanks to Jenene, Mrs. Thayer, Mrs.

deepest gratitude goes out to her friends. Christa thanks

Armstrong, 'Gumby' and M r . Mac.

them for helping her to get back on the straight and

Mitch hopes that in the future cow-

narrow. C T R 4-ever.

boy boots will be in style and having
false teeth will be cool.

Chantal Hiekel: Chantal was born
in Prince George. She is involved in

Aren Hurl: Aren was born in Smithers, and is involved

a church youth group. Her friends

in soccer and skiing. Her friends will remember her

will remember her as "strange, weird

simply as 'Moosejaw'. Aren would like to live in Eng

and funny." In ten years, Chantal
hopes to be married, travelling with a
family. For support

throughout
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land and have a family, own a

Allyson plays baseball, sings, cooks,

firetruck and becoming a criminal

listens to music, and goes out with

psychologist. H e ' l l never

forget

her boyfriend. 'Cottenball' s most em-

Sarah, Andrea. Surita- Danny,

barrassing moment was an explod-

George, Rodney, Tony, Lino, Nellie,

ing Bunsen burner. She would like to

Nick, Becky, Carleigh, Sabrina,

thank all those special people out

Raquel, Walter, Darryk, C i n d y

there for supporting her through

(Winnie the Pooh). Steve G, Sandeep,

school. To dream is never to live but

Ruey, Lieu, Marixa, Matt, Tracy, Leah, Dawn. Keli,

to live is to dream.

Ceri, Joey- Luv you—Au revoir!"
Allan Jang: 'Keroppi's favourite
Aaron Hurlburt: Aaron is in-

memories were being with his friends

volved in soccer, golf, and his

on the Magical Mystery Tour, and

church youth group. In his spare

Grad. Allan likes to play tennis, soc-

time, he enjoys writing stories and

cer, badminton, listen to music and

watching T.V. Aaron hopes to own

go out with his friends. Allan was a

the St. Andrews golf course in

member of the soccer, badminton and
—i

Scotland and become a world

tennis teams. Eventually he hopes to

famous golfer. In ten years,

own his own business, be rich and famous, drive a B M W

though, he'll settle for a job on a golf course. Aaron

and live faraway from Victoria. Allan's goals are to keep

hopes that his friends will remember him for his hard

in touch with his friends, be a wealthy accountant and

work and typing skills. After graduation, Aaron plans

travel around the world.

to continue collecting hockey cards, rare money and
Warm Fuzzies.

Carmen Johnstone: Carmen's
friends will remember her for being

Cheryl Jackson: 'Cher' likes to

quiet-yet-friendly and always crav-

dance and hang out with friends. She

ing chocolate. She would like to thank

hopes to get married and have two

all those who encouraged her and

children, while working in the fine |

wouldn't let her quit when she wanted

arts field or child care. In ten years,

to. Carmen hopes to have poetry and

she'll be married to a rich man with

other writing published.

a dog and an ocean-view home. If she

If you get what you want, in your struggle for

doesn't get that, she'll be dancing on

self

a cruise ship. Cheryl would like to say " T C , 5 0 , Lo-ser

And the world makes you king for a day,

and crew, thanks for the awesome year and don't forget

Just go to the mirror and look at yourself

to call. I'll get back to you eventually. To Graham- love

And see what that one has to say.

ya always, and thanks for being there.

For it isn't your father, or mother, or wife
Who upon you their judgment will pass

Allyson Jacobson: In the future 'Fruitloop' hopes to be
a chef in her own restaurant and married with a family.
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It's the one staring back in the glass

She's the person to please, never mind all the

Erin Marie Keddie:

Graduation,

rest

holidays & crazy lunch hours are

For she's with you right up to the end.

Erin' s memories from Spectrum. Erin

And you've passed your most difficult test

hopes run her own production com-

If the one in the glass is your friend.

pany, attend BCIT, and run a support

You mayfool the world down the pathways of

house for stray cats . She would like

years

to recognize her Mom, Dad, her strong

And get pats on the hack as you pass

will power, and the video arts pro-

But your final reward will be heartache or

gram.

tear

The stresses of live are here and now. I've made it this far

If you've cheated the one in the glass.

and I don 7 know how. Time to move on and time to grow.
Reusing gained knowledge from head to toe. Start a new

Courtenay Jones: Courtenay's fa-

life- It's time to be able to live your presence without

vourite memories of school were

childish labels. Never give up.

graduation and the summer of '95!
She plans to marry, get a good job

Nathan Kellogg: Nathan likes to

related to computers and travel.

hang out with friends and work. He is

Courtenay is involved in dance (thanx

involved in baseball and bowling.

for the lessons. Gail!!!). Thanks to

'Nate-Dogg's favourite memories of

Mrs. Turner for always listening. Lisa-

school were the M M T , and making

I hope your dog's okay. Erin-never forget the blue boat.

movies in Video Arts. Nathan plans

Sandi- Food poisoning, hey! Christa- If I ever turn into a

to be a broadcaster and he dreams of

horse again, I'll give you a call. Ashley- It's better to

being the voice of the Seattle M a n -

dance with youreyes open! You did what?!?Nikol, K i m -

ner's or the next Bob Costas.

1

No, you're wrong and I'm right. Adam- How about
Deidree's party? Never take your foot off the brake! Nat-

Lisa Khudra: Lisa will be remem-

Woo-man!

bered by her friends as the one who
was energetic and exciting. She en-

Natalie Kardum: Natalie had a

joys watching movies, shopping, and

pretty good year at Spectrum. She

Hindi dancing with her good friends

and Joline are on their way to N . Y . C . ,

Aziza. Simi, Sarina, Seema, Sara,

and the rest of the world. Natalie will

Soamva and Shazia in the group

remember all the shows and per-

'Rangeela Bollywood'. One of Lisa's

forming she did throughout the year.

most memorable moments was Grad

Nat-bum plans to marry an Italian

'97.

model named Raoul, and wants all

medical field, live a full life, do everything she wants to

her friends to know that each and

do. Her secret dream is to act in an East Indian movie.

every one of them will be mentioned in her Oscar

This above all, to thine own self be true, it mustfollow as

acceptance speech.

the night the day! Thou can'st not then be false to any

Lisa hopes to one day have a profession in the

man. Farewell. - Hamlet
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Amy Kilmer: Amy's friends will

Dragana Kosjer: "So many memo-

remember her as their weird friend

ries, so many good times. Where to I

who talks to her cat. Amy would

begin? Suz, Indi- never forget the

like to thank her M o m and Dad for

summer of 96! Lara, my sweet-

packing her lunch everyday. Yes,

you've been my best friend for the

she's spoiled! Final words : To the

last ten years. Sarah, my sis. my twin-

' T i m ' s and all her other great

I am always here. Kail, Mitch and

friends- thanx for all the good times.

Amy—love you. Jazz-you monkey!

The making of friends, who are real

The boys, Sean, my bro- O O P S ! W e rule! Mike W.-

friends, is the best token we have of a man's success in

you're still dear to me.Takecareof my sis. M y Spectrum

life- Edward Hale

boys -1 love you all so much. To my girlz and boyz of
Spectrum - 'Curly' loves you all.

Scott Kochuk: Scott would like to
say that Ukrainians are smart!! He

Stephanie Kresier: 'Stiffy', who

can always be seen sitting in the

never has spare time, hopes to get

Mirada, or driving his truck. Scott

married and live an exciting life. Her

won't miss Spectrum because he'll

favourite memory of Spectrum was

be back next year!

the grade 11 Magical Mystery Tour.

I

Stephanie thanks to Alysha R., Holly
Melanie Koller: M e l has enjoyed

M . and the rest of her 'buds' for sup¬

Spectrum very much and will miss

porting her through school. The same

all her friends. When she came to

hardship will repeat itself until it is handled effectively.

Spectrum in 1995 she didn't really

Learn from your mistakes and only let them happen once.

know anyone, but she has met a lot

Time is funny, but it is the master

of new people. Mel hopes to be-

healer of all wounds.

come a veterinary technician and
teach horseback riding. In her spare

Ben Krich: Ben will one day rule the

time, M e l hangs out with friends,

world, so word up to cougars,

plays pool and enjoys horseback riding.

' w h i t e s i d e ' and everyone

else

whowas a friend to me.
Simi Komal: Simi likes to dance,
sing, be outdoors and travel. Her

Amie Labiuk: Amie enjoys hanging

favourite memories of school were

out with Natalie, Ashley, Nikol. and is involved in

having fun and being with her

horseback riding at Ambleside. Her favourite memory of

friends. Her friends will remember

school was graduation. Well, Natalie-1 guess it's just the

her for her sense of humor . Simi

two of us left... Ashley- you're not as sweet and innocent

plans to travel and work after at-

as I thought. Nikol- it's a good thing one of us is calm

tending medical school.

under pressure. To everybody else, thanks for all the
great times.
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Mike Lambert: Mike's favourite

Cory Leedham: Cory, born in E d -

memory of school was Eric Larsen's

monton Alberta, will remember leav-

terrific jokes about him- "no sar-

ing school, his car not starting during

casm!" He plans to study to become

a heated debate and chanting "Dodge

a doctor so he can make lots of money

Rules!" in the shop. He wants to play

and drive B M W s . Mike will be re-

it by ear after grad, getting fat and

membered as having the part of

making money. R.M.-just admit my

'Buford'. He gives extra special

car is better than yours.

thanks to Kevan. Eric. Daren. Anika, Balki, Ritu, Angela
T., Bryan, Jeff, Shelley and Mike R.

Kim Lejeune: K i m can't say these
have been the best years of her life,

Erik Larsen: Erik likes mountain

because she still has to live, but she

biking, playing guitar and listen-

can say they have been the best so

ing to U Z . His most embarrassing

far. K i m would like to say to all her

moment was tripping over his shoe-

friends Y o u guys are the best. I'll

laces in the hallway. His friends

see you in the future.

will always remember him as being the person for whom things

Mike Linton: Mike doesn't have

will go wrong.

many plans for the future, but he
hopes to have a car before too long.

Tina Larsen: 'Feenis' enjoys

After Spectrum, he wants to find a

spending timewith her friends and

full time job and work for a year or

Edd. Her most memorable moments

so. After that, who knows?

include, the family mobile. Friday
nights with friends, slurpees with

Anika Louie: 'Smile's' fondest

Joel T, Cypress Hill by candlelight

memory was meeting new friends.

with the mother. Thanksgiving and

Annika enjoys spending time with

the Northridge clan. Special mes-

family and friends, tickling the ivo-

sage to Joel for always being there.

ries and relaxing. Anika hopes to
bnngjoy to others, successfully pass

Sarah Learning: A K A as 'Bean'.

life's challenges and be happy. She

'Peanut' or 'Showanky" likes being

would like to thank her parents,

with her friends, music, and Student

family, friends and the teachers and

Leadership. Sarah hopes to attend

administrators for guiding and sup-

university to become a pharmacist.

porting her through school.

She would like to thank her parents

People have come and gone, and

for their continual support, Alysha Robinson, Nadia

friends have been made along the way, though time has

Clifford and Frank: When the sun refuses to shine, I will

passed us by, our memories shall never fade. S M I L E !

still be loving you. When the mountains crumble to the
sea, there will still be you and me. - Led Zeppelin
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Dan Low: 'Dragon' was born in

Canada with her family and will have a stable job in a

Chow-Hiye, China. Dan is involved

hospital as a doctor. She would like to thank Papa Carlos.

in the Chow Hiye Club and the

Mama Emolyn, her sister Charrie and boyfriend Walter

Chess Club. His favourite memo-

for being so supportive even though they are far away.

ries of school were making a Kung-

She would also like to thank Uncle Manmel, Aunt Esler

Fu movie. In ten years he plans to be

and Aunt Emelie. Carolyn hopes to be with her family on

in Chow Hiye. having a ball and

graduation. She someday wants to visit her homeland.

being a multi-billion dollar salesman. Dan has not yet completed his quest for knowl-

Erin Magee: Erin's favourite memory was groovin to

edge but he will keep on learning until he reaches the

the funky elevator music in choir,

peak of intellectual serenity.

"avec 'Roni'". She hopes to go to
Cambridge University, travel the

Thuy Luong: Thuy enjoys shopping,

world, and eventually have a family,

dancing,whining, and most impor-

and be really rich. She likes to read,

tantly, doing stuff with Dave. She is

listen to music, sing and watch mov-

involved in championship tenpin

ies. Erin thanks Elise, Kelly and Sarah

bowling. Her most memorable mo-

because school wouldn't have been

ments of school were lunch hours

easy or fun if it weren't for them. It's a day in the life in

with her best buds: Benjamin, Karn,

my mind. I've seen it all sometime soon, for all to see the

Mahta and Aman, and when 'weird,

walls are slowly breaking down: and someday we '11 be

wild stuff was made out of silly putty by Lara, Aman,

free. - Sara McLachlan.

Mahta and Ben. Thuy hopes to be live in California
with her man and four kids, and become the next

Jen Maloney: Jen will never forget

successful billionaire.

limo night or muggers trip '96. She
loves fresh air smokes and T-nights

Dan Lupton: Dan hopes his friends remember him for

with Lisa. "Angie. D - Hoot Hoot!

his cheerful style. Dan 'thaman' would like to thank

BrendaT.-Lean on me. Lisa B.- We're

Sean Schwark and tha Coastline Crew. Dan hopes to

in an 'Enya'. Brienne L . - Hippies

become a BCIT graduate and master in video produc-

Rock! Candace S.-Slam City Jam,

tion and to settle down with a beautiful girl. There is

baby! Alana S.- I'll try to get my

nothing harder to stop than that whose time has come

directions right. By the way is the castle haunted? To all

to pass. " - Del tha Funky Homosapien

the rest of the girls- I won't forget the late nights! And to
all my friends who didn't make it this

Carolyn Madrid: Lenggi' was born

year, don't give up, I believe in you.

in the Philippines. Her favourite

Mazatlan '97, yeah!"

memory of school was when she met
her boyfriend Walter. Carolyn likes

Sarabjit Manhas: Sarabjit was born

to go out with friends, listen to music,

in Bham, India, and she plans to go

watch T . V . and read books. In ten

back there to visit her family and

years she will probably still be here in

friends after grad. Her favourite
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memory of school was going sailing with Mr. Clemens,

hopes to own a big house and a '62 Chevy Nova Hot Rod.

Carola, Omar, Gerbinder, Geyi and Art. In ten years time,

Mike would like to thank his parents and friends for their

Sarabjit hopes to be married and in university She would

support through school.

like to thank Carola and all her teachers for their help and
support.

Sara Matthews: Sara can usually be
found dancing, acting, eating Cheryl's

RobManson: 'Bobby'enjoys moun-

lunch or being pushed around by the

tain biking and hanging with 'the

guys. "Cheryl J.- it took a long time

crew'. He would like to thank his

but we're friends always. Jodi, Cheryl

friends for their support throughout

and Ricki- Disneyland Rocks! Nick

school. Rob hopes to be a mechanical

B., my locker buddy- I heard you

engineer, probably in B . C .

wanted to be a M c D ' s manager. Mike
C - how many tenders can you pick up in one night?

George Markolefas: George likes to

Mandeep G - finally my butt will be mine and only mine!

ride bikes and hang around. His fa-

Benjamin- I know you will one day rule the world. M y

vourite memory of school was when

thanks to my parents, M r . Harrison and his sweet little

he won a few awards for excellent

children, Ms. Armstrong, my one love, and my best pals.

work. Friends will remember him for
his sense of humour, imitations and

Andrew McBeth:

enthusiasm. George's soul, determi-

was born in Kelowna: loves to play

nation and honor helped him through

sports and referee, especially hockey.

school. His personal hopes are to have ajob and buy a car,

His favourite memory of school was

or go on a summer vacation. Believe in yourself, trust

the first day of kindergarten. In ten

yourself and your instincts, and persevere.

years, he doesn't know where he'll

Little Big Guy'

be...you'll have to wait and see, but
Jenene Marquette: 'Nene' loves to

he wants to be extremely rich and

sing and clean her car. Her favourite

retire happy. He would like to say thank

memory of school was when she got

parents and family.

you to his

the lead solo for a Madonna song
'You'll See.' Jenene eventually hopes

SueMcLeod: Sue would like to thank

to be in Victoria or Vancouver, work-

her friends and family for supporting

ing as a police officer. She also hopes

her through school. She likes to play

to be

wealthy,

the guitar, listen to music and model.

married to her boyfriend, Kevin Light,

Now is blessed, the rest is remem-

and have two kids.

bered. Each day is a drive through
history.—Jim
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Morrison.

Mike Marx: M i k e ' s prominent
memory of school was the mechan-

Greg McFetridge: Greg likes to play sports and listen to

ics snowball fight. Mike plans to

music. His favourite memory of school was the Magical

work as a mechanic and to travel. He

Mystery Tour '96. Greg is a fairly lazy guy who hopes to
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have a mansion with millions of dol

memory of school was the grade 11 leadership trip to

lars coming in each year. Greg wishes

Abbotsford. She would like to thank her mother, father

to thank himself for doing all the

and Larry for supporting her through school.

necessary work to graduate after 131
years and counting. In the future, he
hopes to be a star in personal sports.
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Elise Michalski: Elise thanks. 'Cara
Beara' for being her rowing buddy—

Where there's work to he done, there

next stop - Olympics, Erin for the

is fun, in some shape or form, to be

chocolate and the songs. Kirst. for all

had. You can't have one without the other.

the lafs. Jackie-Mo for being her sis,
and M o m and Dad for being the best.

Daren McLean: 'S.S's friends will
remember him in the gym. forever

Debra Miller: Debra enjoys moun-

with a basketball in his hands. He

tain biking and is involved in the bike

enjoys playing basketball and hang-

team. Her favourite memory of school

ing out with his friends. Thanks to

was the Europe trip. Debra would

Mr. Boland and Gord Thatcher for

like to travel to Europe and across

putting time in to help a pesky little

Canada. Debra says. To all my buds

basket ball player. To 'Brain', for

from C T R 11 and 12 thanx for mak-

keeping my focus on my school work and for those great.

ing it memorable. Nicole you're the

E N T H U S I A S T I C leadership meetings. To Mike for al-

best friend that anyone can have.

ways being there, giving the best advice, and to Shelley,

Katie! what about the Kitimat baseball hotties? Angela"

a thousand thanks for being you. In the future. Daren

thanx for being there. To the rest of my friends, see you

hopes he will be successful in whatever he does in life.

at the ten year reunion.'

Adriana McMullan: Adri was born on the rain forested

Kailey Miller: Kailey a.k.a. ' K " D o g ' ,

islands of the Queen Charlottes. In her spare time A d

'Babypaw' likes to dance, rave with

ponders the meaning of life and wishes

Michelle and Lara, and socialize. She

for a 36 hour day as well as reading,

would like to thank her friends, espe-

swimming, leadership and counsel-

cially the Tims, the Ferlis and the

ling. Her favourite memories are

' C a l i ' crew especially her A P . Kailey

camping at SJS. three years at C H of

hopes to be famous living in a really

hamming it up with her few Spectrum

hot. hot city and she also hopes that

friends, and the rest of her numerous

people will stop saying "same'&

school bud acqaintances. She would

"six'and Ben will stop walking away.

like to thank Kristin. Jen, Louise,
Ruth. and. everyone else whose been there, including

Carmen Mitchell: 'Party Animal'

teachers & parents.

enjoys working out, writing poetry
and spending time with friends. She

Holly McRae: Holly who was born in Alberta hopes to

will always remember the lunch pro-

be involved in leadership in her future life. Her favourite

gram and spare blocks with T.W. In
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ten years, 'Carm' dreams of meeting her soul mate,

side. Kelly says good luck in the future to her one and

travelling, and settling down in a nice house where she

only , Allan Jang. To Erin and Sarah, girls, you know that

can share lots of great memories. Carmen would like to

she will always be there for you even when you need

thank her friends for helping her through the rough times.

someone to laugh at.

She would like to be remembered as the one with lots of
animals who liked being with friends.

Anna Morris: 'Banana' was born in
Nelson, B.C. She is involved in Peer
Counselling and Counter Attack.
Anna's favourite memories of school
were all the friends she made, the

Ravinder Nijjar: Ravi's favourite

4*
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memory of school was the Magical
Mystery Tour. She hopes to become
an elementary school teacher and
travel around the world. Ravinder,
would like to thank her Mom and Dad
for their love and support and Bick

classes she missed and most of all the

and Mena for being the best buds!

support of her teachers. In her spare

Katie—buff

time Anna likes to read, write, hike,
ride her bike, walk and spend time with people who are

Mike Nolan: M i k e ' s

important to her. Anna would like to thank her friends

memory of school was graduation.

and family, mostly Thomas Medd, Shannon Marshall

He enjoys working on the computer

and Uncle D.D. for supporting her through the roughest

and is involved in weight lifting, run-

time of her life.

ning and bowling. Mike would like to

favourite

thank his teachers for all their supErinNeilson: Erin's favourite memo-

port. He hopes to live in a large house

ries of school were the 1995 Magical

and become the lead programmer for a large company.

Mystery Tour, Mexico grad trip, and
days in the old pit. She would like to

Stephanie Parry: Stephanie will be

thank her parents and Ms. Turner for

remembered as the one with all the

the help and advice. Erin says "hey' to

energy . She enjoys working out and

K i m S.. Courtenay J., Angelique B . ,

visiting all her friends.Stephanie

Sandi P., Adam T., Natalie H . , Ashley

wants to travel to Costa Rica with

C , Matt K., Mike H . , Stephanie, Anika L . , Holly M . , and

Tammy. She hopes eventually to live

everyone else. Nat and Ashley ...

in Australia . She will remember all
the tears shared with Tammy, lunch

Kelly Nguyen: Kelly enjoys study-

hours with her buddies, and the lunch

ing chemistry, biology and physics .

program. See ya later Spectrum! It

She would like to recognize all her

was fun while it lasted! Bon voyage!

close friends who stuck beside her
when she was having all those 'bad'

Ryan Parsons: Ryan says he likes to

days. Kelly hopes one day Tim and

hang out at the mall. He hopes to

Joyce and Rob and Sandy will be at

become a full time baker. Ryan's fa-

Cowichan Lake in trailers side by

vourite memory of the school was his

1
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grade ten Science class and cutting his finger open in

Daryl will be working for a computer engineer or work-

Cook's Training was Ryan's most embarrasing moment

ing his own company. Daryl hopes to get a doctoral

at Spectrum.

degree in computer engineering and to get a job in the
computer field.

Kristian Pearson: Kristian thanks all the people who
helped him along the way with a special thanks to K . G .

Colleen Ray nor: Colleen said that

He's outta here and on to much bigger and better things.

she has been trying to graduate with

Later!

no success but that this time around
she will graduate, and devote all her
sometimes

time and energy into her education.

known as "Sodium", is involved in

She wants to own her own business in

football, soccer, tennis and hiking.

the beauty industry. This will include

He thanks the staff and his parents

hairdressing, manicures, massages and facials.

Sean Porter: Sean,

for their support. Sean wishes to
travel the world and become a pro-

Mahta Redda: Mahta was born in Sudan. She hopes to

fessional chef in New Zealand or

get married and live in Cali fornia.

France. Sean says thanx to his friends

Martha loves to go shopping. Her

for making this a humorous year, and for all their moral

favourite memory of school was

support.

Tudela, grade 6 cloakroom, Aman
with Jen stories, lunch, spares, and
Sandi Power: Sandi, born in Nova

Pro-Ddays.

Scotia will be remembered for being
fiesty and stubborn. She wants to

Michael Alan Reece: When 'P.P's

eventually have a well paying job, a

not with his friends, he's usually asleep or wishing he was

functional marriage, and to travel as

asleep. He enjoys playing b...ball. Mike's friends will

much as possible. She thanks her

remember him as a mellow guy always ready for a great

parents, her friends and Mrs. Thayer.

time. Michael would like to thank

Court—Quarters ain't your game.

Daren for being a good friend 'and

Kim —Sugar, sugar... Erin—I'm sorry about the blue

being there when he was needed. He

boat. Jason—always and forever babe!

dreams of a great job, seeing the world,

i

living life to it's fullest and living
Daryl Quenet: Daryl is involved in wrestling, bowling,

somewhere outside B . C . near water.

and bike riding. He enjoys surfing the

For all those who think nothing's

Net or hanging out with friends.

impossible, try dribbling a football.

Daryl's favourite memory of school
was in Mathematics listening to M r .

Shane Rhodes: Shane says that he likes football, floor

Tschritter and M r . Clemens making

hockey and the U.F.C.

fun of each other's size. He will be
remembered as an outgoing friendly
person with a sense of humor. In time
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Gerrit Robertson: Gerrit likes to

Alana Schultz: Alana thanks all her friends at Spectrum,

mountain bike, snowboard and hang

for making her first year here the best. She says that she

out with friends. He doesn't do clubs

can honestly say she has a great group of friends here at

and sports. His favourite memories of

Spectrum who she will never forget.

Spectrum were the Magical Mystery
Tour and Pro-D days. After gradua-

Joline Sequeira: Jo had an awsome time at Spectrum

tion, Gerrit will do something better

thanx to all her pals. Her best memories of high school

with his time.

were Nat's sixteenth Birthday. For grad Joline thanks her
family and friends for the help they gave.

Alysha Robinson: In her spare time Alysha can be found
driving and hanging out with her

Jassi Shonki: First Jassi would like

friends playing pool. She is involved

to Congratulate the G R A D S '97 for

in Leadership, Career and Research

actually making it. Secondly her fam-

Science, and the Accreditation proc-

ily especially her brother and cousins

ess. Her favourite memory of school

for bailing her out and making her

was grad. Alysha is known to her

real ize her mistakes through the years.

friends as Leeshie, A l and A l l y . In

She appreciated the real family sup-

ten years Alysha would like to be-

port. She says the crew has been great,

come a successful pediatrician. She

and that she will always remember road trips with Mahta.

would like to thank her mother, Stephanie Kresier, Sarah
Learning. Nadia Clifford and Holly McRae and the

Kevan Sihota: Kevan likes to play sports or be with his

teachers for their everlasting support.

friends. He is involved in the leadership group. His favourite memory of

Shon Rojas-Shum: Shon plans to go

school was spending time with his

to university and to be happy. He

other half during grade 12 lunch hours.

spends his spare time hanging with

Kevan's friends will remember him

friends and listening to music. He

as being humorous, insulting and ob-

gives special thanks to M o m for lov-

noxious. Eventually Kevan hopes to

ing him.

go to ' M e d ' school. He would like to

,

thank his parents. Vinnie and Pavan for their support.
Ritu Saini: Ritu is involved in stu-

Kevan would like to become a pediatrician and open a

dent council and musical theatre and will always be

practice in Seattle.

remembered as the loud and obnoxious one. In the future
Rit hopes to be married to a rich doctor. Ritu sends the

Sarina Sihota: Sarina loves to dance

following messages. Anika I don't know how I'd last

and will always remember being a

without you. B.F.F. Allie a friendship of thirteen years is

part of Rangeela Bollywood. She also

worth keeping forever. To ail my friends thanx for the

enjoys hanging out with friends and

memories. Good luck in the future and keep in touch.

working out. Sarina one day hopes to
own, operate and reside in Metrotown
Shopping Centre. She could definitely
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do without Pam's teasing! Thank you Robin, Bhoopi,

at Spectrum. In this life he aspires to travel the world and

Brandi, Nancy, Bena and Lan for being such good

start his own business in Vancouver, getting the best and

friends. Sarian would like to thank her family for all their

most out of life.

support and for always being there. All the world is a
stage and all the men and women merely players....

Josh Steffler: Josh likes to hang out

Shakespeare.

with friends and eventually he wants
to become a professional chef..
Eric Simonson: Eric likes to play
sports, listen to music and play gui-

Christy Stewart: Christy believes

tar. He predicts he will be at a beach

that we should take one step at a

in Mexico in ten years time. He hopes

time, one day at a time, and always

to earn a useless degree and then

believe in our dreams. Thank you Mrs. Hall, Mrs. Thayer

make some cash. His goal for the

and Mr. Kellogg, for making it easier

future is to gain fifty pounds. He

for me to come back and to succeed in

leaves with this quote:

this step in my life.

Failure to prepare is preparing to fail. John Wooden.

From the pain comes the dream. From
the dream comes the vision. From the

Ryan Sims: Ryan plays hockey,

vision comes the people, andfrom the

hangs out with his friends and goes

people comes the power. From this

mountain biking. He is involved in

power comes the change.-

hockey, water skiing and skateboard-

Gabriel.

Peter

ing. Eventually Ryan would like to be
in a career in

computer graphics,

Kimberly Anne Stone: Kimberly

have a wife and a son who he can

was born in Calgary. She would like

teach to play hockey.

to say "thanks for everything dad"
and to L i z , Bob & Alex, "you mean so

ASl^l^^

Doug Smith: Big D ' was born in

much to me. I love you. my second

Nelson, B.C. His favourite memory

family" Kimberly also thanks her

of school was grade eleven. Doug

friends Erin, Courtenay. Natalie: ,

'ikes to listen to music and hang out

Nikol, Melissa and Missa for always

W * with friends. He would like to thank

being there for her. She says, Dan B . I wish we could have

his Mom. Dad and friends for all

been better friends & to Tristan & Brentwood gang and

their

support.

anyone else she might have missed I

Big D hopes to get rich and move to

love you all so much and you have

Mexico.

made my days of school great!

Mark Spilsbury: A K A "Spills'was

Kevin Tahouney: Kevin was born

born in Victoria. He likes playing

here in Victoria and his favourite

pool, swimming, sports and friends.

things are hacky-sacking and playing

The Grad Trip will be his best memory

pool. Kevin is involved in the school
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band and enjoys listening to classical music. Kevin's

children. Lisa would like to thank

plans for the future include attending Camosun College,

friends, family, M s . Turner, M r .

and travelling the world. His final words to Spectrum

Kellogg, and Shaun M . who she

grads- If you don't take chances, you '11 never win big.

misses dearly, for their support. She
leaves us with this statement, I'll never

Angela Teng: Angela likes to sit

forget my realfriends, the people who

outside and envy the

hackers.

have earned a special place in my

Angela's favourite memory of school

heart. Those people who helped me

was the powdered rockets in Phys-

through it all. I love you all but I 'm glad I 'm gone. See ya

ics. Her friends will remember her as

in ten years.

Big Red.
Marinda Van't HafF: In her spare
Carly Tschetter: Carly was born in

time Marinda can be found dancing,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Her fa-

listening to A C / D C and debating. She

vourite memories of school were all

loves to party, dance and hang out

the ProD days and spares. 'Tschetter

with her many friends. She hates

Cheese' enjoys reading, drawing, I

mornings, people who are annoying

hanging out with friends and going to

and people who disagree with her.

Moxies for lunch. She is involved in

She'd like to thank all her real friends

Spanish Club. Carly would like to

and she's glad school is finally over!!!

thank Marlene, Christina, Nicole, her family and everyone else she knows for all their support. In the future

Chris Vermiere: Chris believes that there was definitely

'Car' hopes to have a career in the arts and take extensive

a thin line between love and hate for school but he will

travelling trips.

miss his Spectrum family. The friends he will miss
include, Buzz, Roper, Ray, Big Orange, Ritchie, Mikey
Kevin Truong: Born in South Viet-

Man, Chuck, Kristian, Jazzy, Cera, Sonya, the old skool

nam, Kevin would like to be remem-

Rutledge boys—Goodbye Spectrum

bered as an ambitious, well respected,
young man who always strived to

Emily Vucic: Emily likes to play

become important. He is thankful

sports and she will always remember

for the friendships he has made and

the basketball trips, the fun arrows

also to his family for its encourage-

with Ange, the smell of Deep's shoes,

ment to do his through all the years.

^fl

hanging with the Queen of Mean

Happiness is a direction, not a place. Value time over

Action Meyer and all the other

money. Only time cannot be replenished.

memories she shared with her
friends. She'd like to thank all the

Lisa Van Buskirk: Lisa likes to spend her spare time

teachers who have helped her and put up with her over the

having coffee at Moxie's. She is involved in vocal jazz,

years, and special thanks to all her friends. Manu is God

peer counselling and is an assistant director in the musi-

of A l l Gators.

cal theatre. Lisa hopes to finish College and to work with
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Leonard Wadsworth: In his spare

the parking lot. Cecelia would like to be a screenwriter or

time Len likes to to make freaky

a producer for motion pictures. She hopes to someday

videos with Caleb. Len's favourite

have children and a nice roomy apartment in a big city.

memories of school are the friends

She believes that Spectrum is the best school in Victoria

he's made. In his dreams Len hopes to

and may even be the best in the universe too... I

have his own late night talk show.

He laughs, "We are the iron youth. " We all three smile

Len would like to thank everyone

bitterly, Kropp rails: he is glad that he can speak. Yes

who supported him through school.

that's the way they think these hundred thousand
Kantoreks! from youth! Youth! We are none of us more

Ryan Walper: Ryan likes to watch

than twenty years old. We are folks. Erich

sports, buy CDs and watch J M dance.

Remarque—All Quiet on the Western Front.

Maria

His favourite memory of school was
The Magical Mystery Tour. Ryan

Tammy West: In her spare time, Tammy spends time

t enjoys roller hockey. He's not sure

with friends, watches movies and hangs out. She is

where he will be in ten years but he

involved in aerobics, weights, baseball and she loves

knows that he will be having fun.

watching football. Her favourite

Ryan hopes to marry a fashion designer with a European

memory of school is the good food

accent.

on the lunch program. Tammy will

'

remember shopping with Carmen M . ,
Stephen Watters: Stephen was born

tears with Steph P., and the smell of

in Victoria and is involved in the

rubber with Lisa H . Her friends will

Volkswagon Club. In his spare time,

remember her as a fun loving,-caring

he enjoys spending time with his girl-

person who loves to meet new people

friend and 'cruzing' with the V-Dubb

and enjoy herself. Tammy would like to thank herparents

Crew. Stephen's favourite memory

for always being there, even when she was doing wrong

of school was Mac's Outdoor Pur-

& for pushing her to stay in class.

suits class. After graduation, Stephen
plans to get a better paying job and maybe move out. His

Kyle Weston: A K A Slap Happy,

goals include owning his own business, starting a family

Sappy, was born in Alberta. He likes

and designing his own house. Stephen always says: " No

to snowboard, play guitar and skate-

ride's a good ride unless it's a low ride."

board. He also plays volleyball, ten
pin bowling and wrestling.

Cecelia Watts: Cecelia was born in
Port Alberni. and her favouri te memo-

Adam Wharram: Adam loves to

ries of school were Video Arts and all

play guitar and is involved in M r .

the great people in the class. Cecelia

Gordon's band, Free Toy Inside.

likes to play pool, play tennis, sing

Ten years from now he believes

and drive. Her most embarrassing

he'll be playing at Wembly

moment was when she put her car in

Stadium with the band, depending

drive and went over the median in
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on what happens in between now and then. Adam dreams

Mike Williams: Mike will always

of being in a successful band and predicts that his

remember pi ay i ng soccer and basket-

favourite memory will be grad.

ball for Spectrum, and the wonderful
Sarah D J. Mike thanks his parents,

Bob Wicks: Bob was born in Victo-

grandparents and relatives for their

ria. He likes to watch X-Files and Star

support through school, especially

Trek. Bob is also involved in Hockey.

Mac for supporting the soccer team

Bob's favourite memory of school

and Mr. Boland for basketball. Mike

was Grad. In ten years he will be

says "thanx'to all his friends. In ten years he hopes to

playing his sax in bars, clubs, etc. and

./Of*

recording records. His hopes and

become a P.E. teacher after travelling the world and
playing lots of soccer.

dreams for the future are to go to U V i c . and to become a
pro jazz musician.

Leah Wilson: Leah would like to
thank her dad, mom, best friend Jen,

Daniel Wilde: 'Danny Boy' hopes to own a ranch, be self

and other close friends Ange, M e l ,

employed in the aviation industry and marry his girl-

Kelly, Ritu, her soulmate, for all their

friend. He thanks his mom, dad, and girlfriend for their

help and support. Eventually Leah

support. He likes to work on his car, and hang out with

hopes to be a famous actress or a

friends while trying to accomplish what will be his

prominent attorney.

favourite memory of school, finishing grade 12.
Dan Wright: Dan was born in
Lauren Williams: Lauren will for-

Charlottetown, P.E.I. He likes to

ever remember her close friends from

weight lift, hang-out with his friends

school. They definitely made the big-

and weight lift. Dan's most embar¬

gest impact on her years in school.

rassing moment at Spectrum was get¬

Emily , Tina , Jen , Jen O , Becky ,

ting a speeding ticket in the parking

Melissa , Marinda and Mariko, have

lot. Dan's biggest supporter through-

been her sunshine. For Lisa Lauren

out school was Mac because he al-

finally sees happy clouds. Julie, Sue,

ways went to his class. Dan's dreams and hopes for the

Rebecca, old friends, and new friends K i m , Stephanie,

future are to be a power lifting Olympic Champion.

Carmen, Tammy and Correne B who have been her
strength for a long time.

Jen Young: Jen likes to hang out

You are all forever in my heart. Thank you for helping me

with friends, shoot pool, and talk on

write Hold My Hand. To all the others, thanksfor making

the phone. Her favourite memory of

me laugh, Natty , Ang . and Joline . I love you Marmee,

school is the Magical Mystery Tour

Amy and Ben! I will neverforget the good and bad things

and M r . Pitre. Jen will be a nurse,

that brought me to this point, in school and in life. My

marry and will have twin girls. Jen

thanks to all who helped get me to this point, goes beyond would like to thank her friends, famsuch a simply word. I love you forever.

ily and Ms. Turner for
all their support.
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^ s» I n t i 11 ^ m
Dance
9

The Valentine's Dance was a
great success selling over one
h u n d r e d a n d t h i r t y tickets.
Presented b y Stardust w h o
p r o v i d e d us w i t h two v i d e o
screens , an amazing light show,
a smoke machine, and many
different prizes.
Students were all dressed to kill
as the evening began. W i t h an
assortment of music the dance
floor was alive w i t h Spectrum
hokie spirit. Valentine's D a y
sweethearts also had a chance to
remember their evening w i t h
sweetheart pictures. Spectrum's
first dance was a great success.

v C?
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Byron Andersen

Tara Armitage

Gurpreet Bedi

Erika Bertram
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Amanda Anderson

Chris Arbez

wmm

Angela Arens

Chris Arlidge

Sage Armitage

Steve Becker

William Atkinson

Stephen Bailey

Cheri Baker

Julius Barnacha

Mi
Robin Beinhauer

Chantel Beliveau

Crystal Beliveau

Marc Benko

Katrine Bertrand

Olivia Bertrand

Kam Bhatti

Heather Bissett

Heidi Bermudez

Linda Bisson

wk
Andrew Board

Reece Boggs

Kathleen Borges

Niki Bourgeois

Jennifer Bowles

Paul Bridgeman

11
Jason Brunt

•

Shannon Burnham

Marshall Bush

1^ 1
-

5*
Nicole Butler

4

AW
Sharilyn Cadwallader

Loreen Cahoon

Crystal Callan

Dara Callaway

Crystal Cameron

Thera Catchpole

Melissa Caton

Crystal Chabot

Binh Chau

Hung Chau

raiati
Charly Cardilicchia
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Graham Cool

Josh Corbett

Kim Crosby

Stacie Couch

Natasha Courtemanche

Mark Crabb

Jenn Cramp

Christina Cuizon
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Raelene Curry

Carmen Curtis

Nicki Cutler

Angela Dalman

Jesse C o m e s

Julie Csori

Geoffrey Davidson

Shauna Davis

Lisa Dawson

Lindsay Daynes

Alison Denton

mm fa\
Shane Deringer

Joey Derkacz

Sarah Dixon

Srdjan Djurkovic

ftUltUtl
Tina Desjardins

James Doe

Leya Dewalt

Manpreet Dhariwal

Tony Dheri

4i v

Robert Dopierala

Cappy Dowd

I

Aaron Drewniak

Christopher Dunham

Heather Dunlop

Grant Dybdal

Craig Dymond

Chantal Fabre
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Steve Faust

Kristy Favell

r A
Dana Ferguson

Matt Flint

Shaun Galvao
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Lydia Fitterer

Melissa Flagg

Alice Fletcher

Quinn Fletcher

Tina Flindell

Amy Forest

Caleb Fraser

Jenifer Freemantle

Fernando Frias

Aleutia Funderburg

Jen Gerow

Sarah Gibbins

Brent Gibson

Harminder Gill

Jessie Gill

Nancy Gill

Ryan Gilmore

Mel Gordon

Rosemary Guy

Chris Haines

Sachika Hayter-Kosky

Jason Heavenor

Sara Gower

Shannon Green

Ravi Guray

Mark Hall

Robbie Harbicht

Geoffrey Harder

Garry Hartley

Stephanie Hepburn

Leanna Hill

Brandi Hitchcock

Michael Hodgson

Angela Hofmann

Becky Holness

Trasie Hoole
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Jonah Home

Shannon Hotte

Mike Howard

Tyler Hughes

Matt Humphries

Inderdeep Hundal

i
1^
Melissa Jacobson

Amarjit Jawl

Scott Jenkin

Rick Jew

Tzzara Johl

Andrea Johnson

If
Derek Johnson

Leah Johnson

Rob Jones

Laura Klappe

Darren Knight
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Sara Kozicki

Shannon Kozicki

S a s h a Kvakic

Stacy Kyle

Susan Lalari

Jacob Lamb

Jeff Lapka

James Lawrence

Charmaine Leach

Robin Lederhaus

Jada Lee

Richard Lejeune

Joanne Lennerton

Petsy Li

Joe Liimatta

Kelley Logue

Jacob Longeuay

Chrys Lowther

Sandra Lyle

Brie MacDonald

Karen Macdonald

Christina Maitland

Rob Malcolm

Jazmin Marlinga

Tricia Marte

Jessica McCool

Robbie McDougall

•
Rob Mason

Aaron McCallum

William McColm

Jason McGeachie
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Jamie McMillan

Wesley Meiklejohn

Winston Mendez

Melisa Meyer

Larla Mickelson

Derek Middleton

Erin Minaker

Morgan Minto

Peter Mitchell

Sipili Molia

Jackie Mooney

Logan Morrison

Ryan Nelson

Quy Nguyen
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Spencer Nelson

V a n e s s a Nicholson

Paulina Niechcial

James Nielsen

Adam Nisula

Jason Noble

Janine Richardson

Bonnie Rumsby

Andrew Robillard

P a m Rodermond

Crystal Schneider

Alana Schultz

•

f 1
Deepak Singh

Claire Singleton

Kristen Sorenson

Tiffany Spurling

Bobby Sran

Cheryl St. Pierre

Brandi Steffens

Nicole Stephens

Kirk Stowell

Oliver Strange

Isla Tarrant

Angela Taylor

Ben Taylor

Heather Taylor

Laurie Teixeira

Daniel Thorsteinson

Elizabeth Tinga

Jordan Tonge

Josiah Truscott

Darren Twiss

• Iff
Jack Thammavong

Matt Vezina

Jason Viberg

4

Kristel Walker

Melissa Walker

1

Tayo Wallenburg

Dave Walsh

Mike Warde

Terry Watson
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Its Aard to Relieve tAat my fault yean as pnincipal at Spectrum is almost oven.. Ifty

yean Aas- 6een afouctasticone witA many AiaAliaAts andfondmemories."PerAaftsmy fault

andfatestexperience at tAe "warmfajjy" atmospAere at Sftectrum was tAat deautifal 'priday
in September wAeu, 700 Ao6ies sAaned a day at 13caver Aa&e on «

traditional "Tftaaical

"Mystery *7oun. *}fCyfauit"lOanm "pwffiy" /issemSly was ana titerfondmemory witA tAe

TUaiuens. leading us in- linaina "*)'m just a ^oAie faom Spectrum ". tZualifainy-fontAe
&olouist &ufttotSoys Soccer witA over 500 Sftectrum suftftorters cAeenina on tAe team at
^.oyal SftAletic"Panicin Ttovember, wad anotAen example ot t4e "spirit oA Spectrum'.

"ZOorAina witA tAe student ieadersAip arouft to onaauije activities SucA ad 't^alloive en an

(ZAristmas weeAs ad- well ad dcAool danced, and worAina witA tAe arad committee to- plan

aradfotsAiondAow and recognition ceremony were aldo- axeat experienced. It toad- an a&s
treat to attend one oA Spectrum'dfatedold out penfonmances o£ "kittle

S6.0ft.

ol 'horrors'

at tAe end oA January in our- neat tAeatre.

*7Ae activities and events y Aave mentioned one all memories *} will cAeridA. "Srina

my youna cAildren (allfouro£ tAem) to- Spectrum events and activities liAe &asAet&all aames
was a areat way to- include my family in tAe Spectrum,family-and dofartAey alt plan on

coming, to Spectrum.! *) will always remember, tAis yean, in a very special way because it w
my fault yean. *76is id- a areat scAool, witA areat traditions, a areat reputation, and a

fantastic stafa. "ZOe Aave afa&ulousatmosftAere and scAool spirit at Sftectrum. ^Aou*even
tAe 6est tAina about Sftectrum is our students. Vm pnoud to de a "ZAoAie!
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Valedictorians

John Layo & Emily Vucic
Each new level in our educational careers has brought
with it new experiences, friendships and lessons. We now
have a foundation, upon which to build our lives. The
process has been helped by our parents, teachers, and friends.
Now, at this milestone in our lives, graduation, we set
out into a new life faced with greater responsibilities,
pressures and decisions. We are armed with the wisdom and
knowledge gained from the many we have learned from, and
to whom we owe our thanks.
All of the graduating class of '97, have persevered where
so many others have failed. We are graduating, and for that
we should feel proud. We all possess the ambition,
determination, intelligence and motivation that has seen us
to graduation, and it is through these qualities that will
make each and every one of us a success in the future.

By all accounts, Student Leadership
had a fantastic year. This committed
group composed of two teacher
sponsors and approximately forty
students has helped to enhance that
'warm fuzzy' feeling for which
Spectrum staff and students are
famous.
The group began the school year
with the traditional annual 'Warm
Fuzzy' Assembly, complete with
personal appearances by the Warm
Fuzzy itself and by the Old Wavers.
However, the group's full initiative
came to light at a two day retreat at
Camp Barnard in Sooke. Here,
Students Leadership began to plan a
year's worth (and then some) of
activities for both the school and the
surrounding community, another
mini-retreat was held in Jan.
Hallowe'en, Christmas, and
Valentine's Day, inspired theme
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weeks with a long list of memorable
activities. Who could ever forget M r
(Mrs.) Tschritter in feminine apparel
at the Costume contest. A d a r
Harlson's,teirifying,...yethumorous,
short story! Hallway kareoke at
Christmas? What about the Video
dance for Valentine's Day, the first
dance in several years, making a long
awaited return for Spectrum dances.
On a more serious note Student
Leadership has tried to fulfill its role
as a ''community school" within the
walls of Spectrum.
Student's organized a coat drive for
the benefit of Victoria's needy as well
as activities for Healthy Sexuality
Week, and a Blood Donor Clinic to
reach out into the community.
The Student Leadership group was
grateful to staff and students for
making this a very successful and fun
year.Seeyouin'97-'98!

Members of the Leadership Group:
Louise Arbez, ShelleyBaart,Katrine
Bertard, Olivia Bertrand, Linda
Bission, Dan Brawn , Cara Bryan,
Angelique Bulosan, Laura Choi,
Shane Deringer, Pam Dosanjh,
Cappy Dowd, JeffDuyndam,Kristy
Favell, Melissa Flagg, Matt Flint,
Aluetia Funderburg, Nancy Gill,
Vinnie Girard,Bryan Goudiejoanna
Groves, Stephanie Kreiser, Sarah
Learning, Mike Linton, Anika Louie,
SandraLyle,JazminMarlinga,Trisha
Marte,HollyMcCrae,DarenMcLean,
Adriana McMullen, Elise Michelski,
Wes Meiklejohn, Nathan Nelson,
Ishka Paul,Mike Reece, Alysha
Robinson, Ritu Saini, Kevin Sihota
Deepak Singh, Laura South, Tiffan
Spurling,Kevin Troung, Jason Viber
Richard Webb.
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Karen Turner
76

Rick Ashton

JeffBurmingham
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C^OOK TRAIMIIVG
The purpose of Cook Training is
to acquire the skills necessary to
c o n s i d e r a career i n the
hospitality/ cooking, baking or
related fields. Students practise
their production skills daily i n
the presentation of a full menu
for the school. This year for the
first time students were involved
i n the S e c o n d a r y
School
Apprenticeship program, which
involves 480 hours of paid workbased training.
Each student completes 150
hours of work experience i n a
restaurant or hotel. Most students
in this course get a job after
completing
their
work
experience. Others continue their
post secondary education and
may challenge entry to second
l e v e l i n p r o f e s s i o n a l cook
training. Grade 11 and 12 students
enrolled include: Matthew Batey,
Correne Becvar, Robin Beinhauer,
Erika Bertram, Heather Bissett,
Andrew Board, Ian Daly,
Geoffrey Davidson, Justin Evans,
Matthew Flint, Stephanie Holt,
Sarah Gower, Allyson Jacobson,
Robbie McDougall,
Jessica
Melvin, Melisa Meyer, Larla
Mickelson, Debra Miller, Morgan
Minto, James Nielson, Jesse
Nixon, Ryan Parsons, Joseph
Pitura, Sean Porter, Joshua
Steffler, Melissa Walker, and
Ewan Webster.
In addition to the usual Foodsafe
(level I a n d II), S u p e r h o s t ,
Superhost Japan and "Serve it
Right" courses, students this year
have
entered
several
competitions i n c l u d i n g lard
carving, gingerbread houses and
a chilli cook off.
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Science
Teclmolo^ie®
The Career Prep program in
Science Technologies is in its
third year at Spectrum. The teachers in charge are Adrian Harrison
and Dennis Swonnell.
The program is designed for
science oriented students who
want to go into higher education
in science. Science Technologies
can lead to almost any job in the
scientific field and transitions to
universities and colleges are
easier.
At the grade 11 level students
learn how to use computers in research and how to conduct research experiments. A t the grade
12 level students conduct origi-

nal research.
One hundred hours of work experience is required in this course.
Students work in research labs
such as Pacific Forestry, water
testing
and engineering
offices.They also qualify for a
W H M I S certificate which is a
mandatory qualification for working in any lab.
Twenty grade 11 students and
ten grade 12 students enrolled in
the program this year.
Students enrolled in the program
included: Laura Choi, Daren
McLean, Mike Nolan, Alysha
Robinson, Shawn Tiffin, Kevin
Truong, Emily Vucic

Health science is a new exciting program offered at Spectrum this year. The course was
taught by Ted Sarkissian and
Joe Bekkers.
One ofthe many objectives of
the program is to give Spectrum students an advantage
over other students in Victoria. It is a Career Preparation
P r o g r a m d e s i g n e d for students who are interested in careers i n the medical field or
health science as a career. One
of the advantages of the program is to give students a head

start in their education. The
students spend some of their
time at Camosun college with
instructors there and the rest
of the time in school divided
between their courses and
work experience of 100 hours.
Students earn duel credit for
this course as they earn a
B i o l o g y 12 credit and four
units of C a m o s u n C o l l e g e
Biology 150 and since students
are a l r e a d y e n r o l l e d at
Camosun they can go straight
to Camosun after graduation.
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The T e c h n i c a l O r i e n t a t i o n
P r o g r a m ( T O P S ) b e g a n at
Spectrum five years ago and was
followed four years later by other
schools in the district. This year
there are forty-two students
enrolled in the course, i n grades
eleven and twelve.
The grade eleven students spend
every afternoon for an entire
quarter at C a m o s u n College,
Interurban Campus. D u r i n g this
time they participate i n seven
different trade areas. They learn
such things as job availability,
rates of pay, w o r k i n g conditions,
and the students p r o d u c e a
project common to that trade
area.
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G r a d e t w e l v e students are Morten, Cory Nelson, Bradley
r e q u i r e d to p i c k one of s i x Stuart, Daniel Taylor, Daniel
different trades, which includes; Wright, Khristoph Bickerton, Hung
a u t o b o d y ; auto mechanics; Chau,Veronica Clapp, Scott
welding; plumbing; carpentry; France, Ryan Gilmore, Jeffrey
sheet metal; and electrical. Once Hamstra, Jonah Home, Travis Kirk,
they have d e c i d e d o n the Rob Mason, Timothy McColl, Nick
particular trade they then join Morton, Quy Nguyen, Jason Noble,
the Camosun course as well as Cory O'Connell, Steven Pye,
complet ing five weeks of work Randall Riches, Andrew Robillard,
experience in that trade area.
Jennifer Schultz, Colin Sheffield,
The objective of the course is to Mathew Smallwood, Nathan
have students enrol at Camosun Wilson, Benjamin Yardley
College as soon as they graduate
high school.
Cameron Betts, Reggie Charlie,
Mitchell Edmunds, Scott France,
Justin Long, Michael Marx, Shane

There were t w e n t y - f o u r
students e n r o l l e d i n the
General Mechanics course.
Sixteen students were i n
grade 11 and eight in grade
12.
The course is designed to
help prepare the students to
go o n to a career i n
mechanics.
The class
operates as a service to the
public.
The students do repairs on
the public's vehicles at no
cost.

D u r i n g the course the
students compete i n the Trou¬
ble
Shooting
Contest
sponsored by Ford, Canada.
This competition is a race to
fix a problem in a vehicle. The
contest is greatly enjoyed by
the participating students.
In this course approximately
70% of the students follow up
with careers i n a trade related
to this area.
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Business Career Preparation
Program deals w i t h specialized areas of business Its main
objective is to help students
find a career i n the business
world.
A s w i t h a l l other C a r e e r
Preparation Programs the stu-
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dents are required to complete
100 hours of work experience.
Students complete the work
experience in such places as
banks, credit unions, retail
stores, government offices,
colleges and universities.
The students must also take

several
business
and
marketing school courses.
Business Career Preparation
students are given preferencial
treatment for a d m i s s i o n to
business
programs
at
Camosun which is an advantage for Spectrum students.

The Career Resource Centre
is a place for students to find
information on a careers. Winnie
Rainsford and Ellen Macara are
always available to help students
with resumes, cover letters, work
experience etc. In the Career
resource centre students can find
software programs such as School
Finder, Career Explore, and
C H O I C E S . Software programs

s u c h as C l a r i s W o r k s a n d
Microsoft W o r d are available for
student use. Students can also
find a connection to the Internet
if they wish to do research.
University and College
Calenders can also be found in
the Centre if students need college
information.
W i n n i e a n d E l l e n are also

available to aid students i n their
search for Work Experience
Spotlight sessions are held
o n a r e g u l a r basis so that
interested students can listen to
practioners talking about their
occupations.
The Centre is in its second year of
operation and already attracts a
steady flow of students looking
for assistance.
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It has been another successful
year for Spectrum's g r o w i n g
Video Arts Program. N e w
equipment this year includes a SV H S camera t r i p o d , shotgun
microphone, flexfill and Rycote
Suspension System. O u r remote
crews are n o w professionally
equipped and that means we can
now shoot, edit and broadcast
quality videos on location and i n
our o w n studio.
Our most noteworthy project
this year was filming the Western
Canadian
Synchronized
Swimming Championships at the
Commonwealth Pool. W e were
the only television unit at this
prestigious event. Students from
grade 11 and 12 classes taped five
days of O l y m p i c
calibre
s w i m m i n g i n a multi-camera
shoot. The resulting programs
have been broadcast on Shaw
cable in Victoria and a number of
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c o m m u n i t y stations across
Western Canada.
In a second year we recorded
the "Rite of S p r i n g " for the
V i c t o r i a R e a d Society to be
broadcast on Shaw cable and we
have begun a series of employee
safety videos for the Greater
Victoria School Distinct.
In a d d i t i o n to o u r " c l i e n t
videos," Spectrum cameras have
recorded the highlights of the
s c h o o l year, i n c l u d i n g the
Magical Mystery Tour, Christmas
Concerts a n d our successful
musical "Little Shop of Horrors"
for the accreditation and a Video
Yearbook.
Students still managed
to find lots of time for the " A r t "
side of "Video A r t s " creating
imaginative
and
highly
entertaining videos for portfolios
and competitions.
Grade 12's w h o successfully

c o m p l e t e d the p r o g r a m i n
January were: Dustin Abram,
Brian Baart, Shelley Baart, Iris
Benson, Andrea Brown, Kevin
Brown, Mike Coghill, Ryan
Faust, Adar Harlson, Aaron
Helland, Erin Keddie, Odin Lake,
Lisa Lenius, Dan Lupton, Sean
Schwark, Cecelia Watts and Leah
Wilson.
Grade 11 's who look forward to
continuing next year include:
Will Atkinson, Jason Brunt, Jenn
Cramp, Stu Elmes, Chad Faust,
Melissa Flagg, Jada Lee, Aaron
McCallum, Chris McTavish,
Sloane Perry, John Prior, Colin
Roberts, Kevin Salmons, Crystal
Smith, Darren Twiss, Kristel
Walker, Jeff Wallace, Dave
Walsh and Nathan Wood.
Video Arts operates under the
direction of Jeff Birmingham,
Harry Stanbridge a n d Brian
Whitmore.

The year began with a one day
retreat at Queenswood House on
Arbutus Road. The day was spent in
'get-to-know-you' activities and an
introduction to listening skills. One
unexpected highlight occurred mid
afternoon w h e n a w i n d storm
suddenly hit, blowing down a huge
fir tree right outside our window. It
was at that point we all decided we'd
better head home while we could.
Since October we have had several
workshops focusing on special
topics; for example, on March 5th

Dr. Sandra Elder helped us explore
the issue of living and learning
through loss. In early December we
organized the annual hamper drive,
culminating in 18 hampers being
delivered just before Christmas Day.

Alvarez, Jazmin Marlinga, Adriana
McMullian, Angelique Bulosan,
Ishika Paul, Gursharn Rai, Christy
Stewart, Michael Roach, Aaron
Chew, Nath Keo, Sunnet Punia,
Brenda* Tobin, Marshall Bush,
Cappy Dowd, Nancy Gill, Lisa Van
Buskirk.

T h r o u g h o u t the i n t e r v e n i n g
months we continued to meet to work
on our listening and problem solving
skills.
The following students have taken
part in peer counselling this year:
Katrine Bertrand, Trevor Good,
Milan Roly, Anika Louie, Willson
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This year's Journalism
class had many hard working
students, w h o w o r k e d on
layouts, wrote articles and
took photographs. Everyone
learned a lot about computers,
printers and scanners.
The students worked on
such projects as the annual,
Prism newsletters, Little Shop
O f H o r r o r s p r o g r a m s , and
many
of
the
many
advertisments that were seen
around school. Students who
worked particularly hard at
m a k i n g the deadline were:
Lauren Williams,
Ricki
G r a h a m and Lisa F o r d and
Rob Jones.
Print C o m m u n i c a t i o n s is a
new course at Spectrum which
at the m o m e n t is part of
Journalism. It was designed
for students who wish to enter
careers i n print media such as
journalism,
publishing,
newspapers, printing, and any
job
which
involves
communication skills.
Students i n this course work
a l o n s i d e the J o u r n a l i s m
classes preparing the Spectrum A n n u a l for publication
and producing other in-house
publications including 'Spectrum Today' and 'Prism'.
Students acquire skill in desktop publishing while experiencing the satisfaction of producing something "real" and
valuable to the school.

ft
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Music tf» i

Students in the Spectrum Music
Department have enjoyed an
active year that has seen them
focus o n C o n c e r t s for the
Community of Western Saanich
and Greater Victoria. O u r Bands
and Choirs have performed at
several e l e m e n t a r y s c h o o l ,
seniors centres and shopping
m a l l s . M r . F r a s e r a n d the
S p e c t r u m m u s i c i a n s have
enjoyed being ambassadors for
our s c h o o l a n d a l r e a d y are
preparing for a concert tour to
H a w a i i in the spring of 1998. A l l
members of the 1997-98 Concert
Band and Concert Choir w i l l be
invited to participate in this tour.
The Spectrum Concert Band
meets as a full ensemble in Block
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C on O d d numbered calendar
dates for the full year. They also
rehearse Wednesday mornings
at 7:30. The Concert Band is the
program
where
basic
performance skills, music theory
and interpretation are taught.
Our Jazz Band is combined
with Colquitz Junior Secondary's
p r o g r a m this year m e e t i n g
Tuesday Mornings and Thursday
lunch hours. Jazz Band is an
extension of Concert band where
students focus o n r e f i n i n g
performance skills particularly in
the Jazz idiom.
The S p e c t r u m C o n c e r t
Choir meets as a full ensemble in
B l o c k A on O d d n u m b e r e d
calendar dates for the full year.
They also rehearse M o n d a y

mornings at 7:30. The Concert
Choir is the program where basic
performance skills, music theory
and interpretation are taught.
The Vocal Jazz C h o i r meets
Monday at lunch and Thursday
lunch hours. Vocal Jazz Choir is
an extension of Concert Choir
where students focus on refining
performance skills particularly in
the Jazz idiom.
The Musical Theatre program
was revived at Spectrum this year
w i t h the most successful
presentation of "The Little Shop
of Horrors". Spectrum musicians
were involved i n the orchestra
and many musicians acted a n d /
or danced i n this school-wide
production.

Choir & Band members are:
Melissa Curtis, Christa Hennis,
Erin Magee, Jenene Marquette,
Bob Wicks, Melissa Chan,
Michael Ward,Naomi Cameron,
Corina Crook, Marlene Gaudry,
Allyson Jacobson, Tamara
Kendler, Christine Koch, Christel
Volker, Crystal
Cameron,
Raelene Curry, Angela Dalman,
Leya Deivalt, Sarah Dixon,
Jennifer Freemantle, Sachik
Hayter-Kosky, Tyler Heavenor,
Stu Hoffman, Kimberly Kidd,
Kim King, Ryan Nelson, Jenn
Porter, Courtenay
Powley,
Cassandra Scow, Kirk Stowell,
Matt
Vezina,
Charmaine
Leach,Ryan Sims, Mike Reece,
Kevin Tahouney, Odin Lake,
Crystal Beliveau, Linda Bisson,
Tina Desjarding, Grant Dybdal,
Kristy Favell, Shannon Greene,
Stacey Kyle, Joanne Lennerton,
Tricia Marte, Derek Middleton,
Beate Oerzen, Nat Keo, Jen
Nelson
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Spectrum has become quite well
known for its spectacular dance
performances and this year was
no exception. The dancers gave a
wonderful performance for our
Drama production of'Little Shop
of Horrors'and they strutted their
stuff at the annual U V i c dance
festival where they performed
five great pieces. They also held
' A n Evening of Dance' in the new
theatre on June 5 & 6 where they
invited a few other schools to join
in the fun.
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Next year we plan to use the
dance students for m u s i c a l
theatre and set the choreography
all in class time. Gail Neuman's
the dance choreographer is very
happy in the theatre with its
sprung floor, sound system and
new facilities.

Jones, Laura Klappe, Sara
Kozicki, Shannon Kosicki, Geyi
Lu, Kailey Miller, Pamela
Rodermond, Bonnie Rumsey,
Laurie Teixeira, Laura Billings,
Loreen Cahoon, Dara Callaway,
Thera Catchpole,
Melaina
Clarke, Cheryl Jackson, Leah
Johnson, Sara Matthews,Susie
Dancers: Shelley Baart, Heidi Pereira, Laura Petch, Tricia
Bermudez, Stacie Couch, Sarah Sotheran, Elizabeth Tinga, and
Gibbins, Melanie
Gordon, Marinda Vant' Haaff
Stephanie Hepburn, Shannon
Hotte, Amarjit Jawl, Courtenay

Remembrance
On a winter's day, the cold wind blows.
Inside, the fire finds a way to keep us warm.
So soothing and comforting helps us to forget that the
winter outside is freezing.
Sitting by the fire holding a cup of hot cocoa trying to
get warm,
remembering the fun times as a child.
—Sarah Innes

A Candle
As
it burns
So bright
and fierce
all else
fades
to
darkness
Flickers of
hope line
the sky,
when it
burns i n
your sight
A s it fades
along the
way, all
seems lost
in every
single day.
Lauren Williams

How a True Friend
How a true friend feels
Support of the mind,
body and,
soul
The flower of a root that will
never grow old
Love is something special
Oh!
What a treasure to find
You can't touch it,
smell it
Priceless
Money can't buy
dedication
Trust the heart,
shall reveal
But words can't express the way
a true friend feels.
—Ryan Walper
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Dying Young
Following the unmarked
trail,
My destination
unknown.
I see the broken
pieces,
I wish to put them
together.
Faces pass through
my mind,
of those kept dear
to my heart.

Obsession
Obsession
determination
Fading of the heart
the essence of your soul,
dying.
Infatuation,
Fear of rejection.
Mesmerized eyes,
stare at your goal,
year dream.
Uncontrollable desire,
dedication.
Love?
no,
an illness.
—Jessica McCool

I hear their voices
one last time,
they fade,
fade, away.
Visions of children
and playgrounds,
I plead for one
last swing.
My eyes swell
with tears,
As I walk where
no one can see.
—Jen Maloney

Raccoon On My Lawn
Norman reached for the old Wessex clock.
It fell to the floor.
Crash.
He crawled out of bed
and slipped on his robe.
He heard noise outside:
Bang.
Crash.
And went down the stairs
to the front door,
shaded his eyes from the
fierce morning sun.
And on his front lawn
playing in garbage
he saw what it was:
Raccoon.
Cecelia Watts

The Show
I heard it loud as day
Then what I saw blew me away
I started to tremble
With my sweat cold as ice
A l l I could smell was fear
People running in all directions
Like chickens with there heads cut off
I thought to myself
This is the best movie I ever saw!
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Silver Hopes
Slippery fish
upon silvery waters
Moonbeam butterflies
against dazzling skies
Pollen- hungry hummingbirds
tormenting thoughtful flowers
I sit on the hard sill of my window
wishing human life could always be that beautiful
Our broken families
Our troubled lives
As nature replenishes and revives every waking moment
each beautiful day
As I sit on my cold, unpainted wood around my window
wishing human life could be that beautiful.
—Lindsay Goebel

fear

fear
9s a little child
Trying to escape a life of
Unavoidable paranoia
As time slowly crawls by
Leaving fear to vanquish
And death to overcome.

The Nothing
If I
close
my
eyes
really really tight.
I can envision
the silence
y o u s p o k e of.
W h e n daylight

—Darren Knight

has gone.
A n d the lights are all t u r n e d
out.
I s u d d e n l y feel the lost

world

I've created
Victory
T h e crack of the bat
s e n d s the fans into a n

for myself.
T h e n I t r y to
understand,
the things y o u ask

upoar

of m e .
The ball soars a n d

In the
end

soars
out of the park

I o p e n m y eyes
a n d still feel the n o t h i n g

Victory is

—Lauren Williams

ours
— A m y

surroundings.

Cavaghan

Sweet Dreams
A moan through the darkness!
Jolted awake
from a deep restful sleep.
I know something's there,
sense a presence.
A shadow dweller.
Lurking.
Waiting.
Is that my door?
It's opening.
Who's there?
Nothing but breathing.
A crack of light,
gets wider, wider.
Stealthy footsteps on the carpet.
The floor creaks,
I cringe.
The motion stops.
In panic,
I scream.
Dive for the lamp...
Empty.
Nothing there.
Dreams.
A l l imagination.
Wait.
What's that noise outside my window?
—Carmen Johnstone

A Cherished Place
dark,
peaceful,
smooth grey blocks,
clam thoughtful,
quiet, silent,
comforting,
safe.
deserted,
beautiful,
serene.
peace of mind,
encased in sadness.
—Angle

Lavoie
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To Be Loved
To be loved is wonderful
if you love them back
To be loved is terrible
if it's interest that you lack
To be loved is heaven
If you feel the same
To be loved is horrible
if it causes someone pain
To be loved is amazing
if from it you can learn
To be loved is awful
If it's love you can't return
By Christina Maitland

J^lf/J^

Slowly
Jailing

slipping

away

slowly,

Slowly

falling

Kunming,
Walking,
Stopping,
Crawling
tSack to the beginning

where

the

end

began
Jaced

by

turbulence,
Obstructed

from

normal
"inside

view,
of his

Hidden
Surrounded

head,
from

with comfort

you
and love

and

hope.
"Too little, Too much,
late.

Not enough,

«—

Ink
Television Drains Your Mind
Mind boggling pictures, and stories,
slowly rotting your brain.
Exciiemenl of other people's lives,
(lazing in a trance, while your dinner gets cold.
Always being able to escape from reality.
Wasting all day away.
We always try to turn it off,
but were hooked!
—April Grant

Too
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The tradition continued on
Spectrum's playing field. The
boys had a successful season
finishing second in league play
and losing a very exciting
Colonist Cup 3-2 to Mount
Doug at a windswept and rainy
Royal Athletic Park.
The team then travelled to
Campbell River and beat Carhi
High 4-1, to advance to the B C
High School championships in
Vancouver.
Due to weather conditions
the championship games were
played on artificial turf, a new
experience for the team. The

competition was tough and there
was little distinction between
the top sixteen teams in the
province.
During the season Curtis
Pelletier provided outstanding
goal tending behind the solid
defence line of Mike Williams,
Alan Moss, Nick Bender, and
Chris Williams. Tyler Hughes
and S i p i l i M o l i a provided
tremendous control in the
midfield distributing excellent
passes to the dangerous attack
of Mitch Hughes, Adam Filby,
Jack Thammavong and John
Ormiston.

Team members:
Allan

Jang,

Shaun

Logan Morrison,
Tyler Hughes,

Galvao,

Curtis

Pelletier,

Sipili Molia,

Thammovong,Alan
Williams,

JeffDuyndam,

Moss,

Chris Williams,

Filby,

Mitch

Hughes,

Bender

and John

Jack
Mike
Adam
Nick

Ormiston.

Many thanks to the parent
coaches Rob Williams and Sam
Bender
and teacher sponsors
John Clemens

and Tom

Gordon.
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Spectrum Girls Volleyball team
had a successful rebuilding season.
The team consisted of mostly
gradeelevenstudents. Co-captains
of the team were Nicki Cutler, a
solid defensive player and Kara
Wutzke, a powerful hitter. Brandi
Steffens

and

Chantal

Fabre

displayed excellent setting and
hitting, while Melissa Caton and
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Kelly Forbes supported the team with
their solid blocking. Stacey Couch,
Cassandra Scow and Dara Callaway

s h o w e d commendable team
commitment. The team earned a
4th place finish in League play and
a 5th place in the Lower Island
Championships Theteam narrowly
missed a berth i n the Island
Championships. 1996-97 Girls'

Volleyball Team gave Spectrum's
school spirit a boost with its exciting
play and contagious enthusiam.
Team members: Nicki Cutler, Kara
Wutzke, Brandi Steffens, Chantal
Fabre,MelissaCaton,KellyForbes,
Stacey Couch, Cassandra Scow and
Dara Callaway.
Coach Jim McConnan.
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The Boys Volleyball team had a
v e r y e x c i t i n g season. The
practice days started early with
practices at 6:30 am. Good setting
by

Jeff

Duyndam

and

Jack

Thammavong led the attack by
hitters Mitch

Hughes and Sipili

Molia. The defence centred
around blockers Jacob Lamb and
Mike Conway. The quick feet and
h a n d s of Brian Waiters,
Joe
Liimatta
a n d Kyle
Weston

rounded out the defence. The
team finished seventh i n a very
strong league, just missing a play
off spot. This was a great season
for the team.

Team Members: Jeff Duyndam,
Jack Thammavong,
Mitch
Hughes, Sipili Molia, Jacob
Lamb, Mike Conway, Brian
Watters, Joe Liimatta and Kyle
Weston.
Coach: Shannon Black
Sponsor: Dennis Swonnell

The badminton team was victorious from the
beginning of the season in January.
Gruelling practices on Tuesdays and Thursdays
aided them in a slow climb to the top.
Leading the team was singles player Brian Watters.
The doubles team members were Jeff Duyndam,
Mitch Hughes, Michael Conway, Alan Jang and
Nathaniel Watters. The back up players were
Spencer Nelson and Aaron McCallum. The girls
team consisted of Sharon Lam, Ishika Paul, Tamara
Laing, Janice Wong, Petsy Li and Nicole Cutler.
Coach: Jim McConnan
A great team effort ensured a very successful
season for the Spectrum badminton team. The team
finished second place in the league. The Lower
Island Championships was a hard fought battle
with close games. The team finished in fourth place
just missing a trip to the B.C. Championships.
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This year's girls basketball
team started out a little slowly,
but finished strongly. The girls
were
competitive
with
Vancouver Island's top ranked
teams. They lost a couple of
close games and unfortunately
did not advance to the B C
Championships. However; the
girls led by Coaches Tschritter
and Brooke, finished in the top
4 in the city, beating out the
higher ranked teams.
The season was busy with
tournaments in Vancouver,
Nanaimo, and in Victoria.
Although they won about
half of the games, the team's

season was filled with fun,
good times and lots of laughter.
The girls would like to give a
sincere thank you to Coaches
Tschritter and Brooke for their
encouragement, and friendship.
Team

members:

Sabrina

Amaral,

Mellisa

Caten,

Stacie

Couch,

Chantel

Fabre,

Kristy

Favell,

Katie

Meyer,

Sekhon,

Emily

Vucic.

Coaches: Rich
Gary

Tschritter,

Karen

and

Brooks.
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This year's team was very
successful yet at the same time
experienced severe disappointment.
The team entered the new year
undefeated in league play (3-0) only
to later find that through an
administrative error regarding a new
eligibility rule, two of those wins
would have to be forfeited.
The boys, showing typical
Spectrum class and determination
decided they were going to make the
Island Championships in spite of this
setback. They almost didmakeitwith

key wins over league champion Vic
High and last minute victories over
Parkland and S.M.U. Unfortunately,
they were one win away from their
goal and missed a shot at the Island
Championship.
The team definitely excelled
this year! Highlights include
defeating provincially ranked
Centernial while placing second in
theCourtenayTowheeTournament.
Darren Mc Lean and Bryan Goudie

were selected to participate in the
annual "Seniors Classic" which

11

recogruzesmetopgraduatingplayers
on the Island.
The team would like to thank
UVic student Gord Thatcher for his
time and coaching expertise and
extend a special thanks to our loyal
fans!
Byron Anderson, Kevin Brown, Charly
Cardillicchia, Jeff Duyndam, Brian
Goudie, Jacob Lamb, John Layo, Shawn
Galvao, Brent Gibson, Darren McLean,
JackThammavong,Len Wadsworth,Mike
Williams
Sponsor Grant Boland

The Spectrum Bowling team
started league p l a y i n the
second half of November and
played until the end of February.
There were four teams representing S p e c t r u m every
Wednesday after school at
Mayfair Lanes. Each of the
teams c o n s i s t e d of three
bowlers. The h i g h school
bowling league is sponsored
b y the E v e n i n g O p t i m i s t
Society
which
awards
scholarships to outstanding
b o w l e r s . The single h i g h
scores were dominated by
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Spectrum w i t h i n d i v i d u a l
bests of M i k e Coghill—216,
D a r y l Quenet—210, M i t c h
Hughes—203 and 196 from
M i k e Nolan. The team, " A J
and the C h i t o " represented
Spectrum i n the city championships.
The S p e c t r u m B o w l i n g
squad
included:
Mike
Coghill, Mark Hall, Mike
Howard, Mitch Hughes, Al
Jang, Nathan Kellogg, Dan
Low, Aaron
McCallum,
Spencer Nelson, Mike Nolan,
Daryl Quenet, a n d Kyle
Weston

The Spectrum girls soccer team
started out slowly, but hope to do
better in the second half of the
season. They are currently ranked
fifth i n the league and are hoping
to make it into the top four to go
to the play offs.
Outstanding players included
Melissa Caton who is a real team
player in and out of goal, Angela
Teng who plays forward, and
Thera Catchpole w h o is a great
winger. Special thanks to the

dedicated coach, D o u g Bisson,
and Manager, Dara Callaway.
Thanks also to Jeff Marchi and all
the players who made the girls'
soccer team a success.
Team members: Sabrina Amoral, t
Mena Bhalla, Linda Bisson, Thera
Catchpole, Melissa Caton Jen Christ,
Stacie Couch, Nicki Cutler, Lisa
Hicke,
Kym Lejeune,
Joanne
Lennerton,
Katie Meyer,
Laura
Fetch, Angela Teng, Emily Vucic,
Jocelyn Winter and Cara Wutzke
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The Wrestling C l u b competed
at four major tournaments this
year. The Novice Championships
(Victoria),
Simon
Fraser
University's W a r on the Floor
(Coquitlam),
the
Island
Championships
(Campbell
River), and the B C H i g h School
Championships (Vancouver).
This year's Wresting Club had
some of the best results ever.
Sabrina A m a r a l , B C B r o n z e
Medalist at 78+ kg, made history
as the first female athlete from
Spectrum to place i n the B.C .
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High
School
Wrestling
Championships. A t the Island
N o v i c e C h a m p i o n s h i p s Sage
Armitage w o n gold i n the 65 k g
weight class, Sabrina w o n gold at
80 kg, Chad Faust w o n bronze at
70 kg, Brad Stuart and Jason Point
won gold and silver at 90 kg and
Mark Crabb took fourth place at
90+ kg.
A t the I s l a n d H i g h S c h o o l
Championships Brad Stuart w o n
silver at 84 k g and Jason Point
w o n bronze at 90kg

The club practiced M o n d a y and
Wednesday after school i n the
cafeteria. Practices were fun and
very p h y s i c a l . The wrestlers
learned some of the moves and a
lot about the sport.
The Spectrum Wrestling Club is
coached by Bob Schwartz and E d
Ashmore.
Club Members
Sabrina Amaral, Sage Armitage,
Cory Brune, Mark Crabb, Grant
Dybdal,
Chad Faust, Caleb
Fraser, Adam Metivier, Jason
Point, Brad Stuart

The cycling team this year
comprised of two enthusiastic
r i d e r s , Debra Miller a n d
Andrew Robillard. They represented Spectrum i n several
races.
W i l d w o o d Creek, the season
opener was a time trial race. It
was an off r o a d race o n a
circuit developed by the Lister

family. The track crossed several creeks, climbs short steep
hills and was a good test for
the strongest of riders.
The Willis Point Road time
trial was a race against the
watch. It was an excellent race
for novices
A n d r e w rode a m o u n t a i n
bike while Debra road both

mountain and road bikes.
Debra raced in such licensed
b i k i n g events as the B u r n t
Bridge Classic i n the sports
women's category where she
finished in the top ten riders.
Sponsor: Harry Stanbridge
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BEST COUPLE
Tom Cruise & Rosie O 'Donnell
Claudia Scheiffer &
David Copperfield

BEST SONG
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
£.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
&
9.
10.

Tyra Banks
Shania Twain
Pamela Anderson
Sandra Bullock
Prew Barry more
Alicia Silverstone
Demi Moore
Claudia Scheiffer
Claire Panes
Winona Ryder

Scared - Tragically Hip
Wanna Be - Spice Girls
Pon't Speak - No Poubt
You Shook Me All Night Long - A C / P C
Twisted - Keith Sweat
Unbreak My Heart - Toni Braxton
Son of a Preacher Man - Pusty Springfield
Give Me One Reason - Tracy Chapman
How Bazzare - OMC
Pon't Let Go - En Vogue

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Free Toy Inside
Cradle Top
Fungkus
Sons of Superfly
Souled Out
Nicottine
Jeffrey Sez
Goat Boy
Pressure Cooker
DJ Squantors

r

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

&
9.
10.

L
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Tragically Hip
No Poubt
2 Pac
AC/PC
LLCool J
New Addition
U2
Beatles
Spice Girls
Collective Soul

BEST LOOKING CELEBRITY
MALE

J

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tom Cruise
Leonardo PiCaprio
Antonio Sabato Jr.
Tyson Beckford
Stephen Baldwin
Brad Pitt
Johnny Pepp
Matthew Macougnahey
River Pheniox
Mr Bean

FAVOURITE VEHICLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
5.
9.
10.

Mustang
Viper
Porsche
Jeep
Pony
Civic
4X4
BMW
4 Runner
Blazer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
£.
9.
10.

Star Wars Triology
Braveheart
Romeo and Juliet '96
Jerry Macquire
Independence Day
The English Patient
Grease
Pulp Fiction
Friday
The Lion King

Oprah
Rosie O'Donnell
David Letterman
Maury Povich
Jay Leno
Leeza
Montel Williams
Jenny Jones
Ricki Lake
Sally

FAVOURITE T.V. SHOW

FAVOURITE MOVIE

Hockey
Soccer
Basketball
Football
Skiing
Volleyball
Karate / Kickboxing
Figure Skating
Bowling
Running from the Police

BEST WEDDING
John F. Kennedy Jr/s secret
intimate wedding to his love
Carolyn Bessette Kennedy.
September 21,1996

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
5.
9.
10.

Simpsons
Senfield
Party of Five
Melrose Place
Dukes of Hazard
X-Files
ER
MAS.H.
Friends
New York Undercover

Europe
Hawaii
Disneyland
Cruise
Around the World
Italy
Mexico
Australia
Paris
Amsterdam, year 2000
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Doctor
Mechanic
Garbage Person
Pro Athlete
Physiotherapist
Lawyer
Muisician
Ski Instructor
Writer
Astronaunt

Teacher
Garbage Person
Janitor
Dishwasher
Fast Food Worker
Clown
Doctor
Envelope Licker
Bus Driver
Chimney Sweeper

MOST MEMORABLE
MOMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Grad '97
Spectrum arsonist of '96
Last day of school '97
Magical Mystery Tour
Snow Storm '96
Spring Break '97
Little Shop of Horrors
Summer '96
The clean air by-law
Chocolate C h i p Cookies in
the cafeteria

BEST EXCUSE FOR MISSING
CLASS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Car Trouble
Appointments
H a d the one hour flu
Thought it was a pro-d-day
Sorry, I had cramps
Harrassed by ex-boyfriend
I was just talking to M r s Carlow
M y power went out and so my
alarm clock didn't go off
I had a court date
McDonalds had a special coupon
day. I had to go!
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IN

OUT

C K One
Blonde Streaks
H i p Huggers
Sweats
Bright colours
Bell bottoms
Internet
Safe Sex
Raves
Sports
Nail

Tighties
Trenchers
Back Street Boys
Gouties
Macerana
Racism
Violence
Party Crashers
Crunchy (gelled) hair
Tommy Hilfiger

The Student Leadership group
organized a Healthy Sexuality
Week.
OnFebruary 13,1997, an assembly
about Healthy Sexuality took place
in the gymnasium. The main topics
included: Awareness of AIDS, safer
sex,andbirth control. Theassembly
began with a speech on "Healthy
Sexuality" by Vinnie Girard. The

guest speakers included Maureen
Rowan, a Public Health Care nurse
and an educator from the Birth
Control Clinic. They talked about
safer sex and other related health
issues, u s i n g condoms
to
emphasize their message.
Ten girls and boys took part in an
amusing contest w h i c h had
everyone laughing at the antics of
the contestents. The girls proved to
be superior in this game. Of course!
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This years graduation ceremony
was a success due to the huge
efforts by the grad committee.
They committed their time and
effort to make our graduation a
memorable one. The committee
spent countless hours arranging
events such as the grad fashion
show, grad "root beer" mugs
and clothing sales.
The grad committee also helped
to organize the Club Grad Cruise
which was held on M a y 9th at
5:00pm. The cruise sailed from
Ogden Point and then sailed
slowly around the Straits until
around midnight.
The committee also organized
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the unforgettable Recognition
Ceremony and the enchanting
dinner/dance. The recognition
ceremony was held on M a y 29th
at the University of Victoria i n
the University Centre under the
copper dome. The keynote
speaker was Dave Pitre and the
shining Valedictorians, E m i l y
Vucic
and
Jon
Layo.
Entertainment was provided by
A n i k a Louie and company. A
parent reception was held for a
few "tears a n d tea" at the
Empress Hotel Crystal Ballroom
at 8:30pm a n d to top the
phenomenal night off with a
dinner and dance was also held

at the Empress H o t e l Crystal
Ballroom at 10:00 until midnight.
G r a d committee
members
i n c l u d e d : L a r a D e l o , Joline
Sequira, A d r i a n a M c M u l l e n ,
Mena Bhalla, Debra Miller,
Alysha Robinson, A n i k a Louie,
Mahta Redda, Sarah Learning,
Pam Dosanjh, A m y K i l m e r ,
Louise Arbez, Nancy C h u i , and
Brandi Chapman
Teacher sponsors: John Harrison,
Phil Watt, Len Christie, Kathy
Armstrong, Tanis Carlow, Sheila
Richardson, Ted Sarkissian,
Sharoyne
Gaiptman,
Al
Fishzvick, and Keith Fraser.
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Are
we a s c h o o l o f
procrastinators? A r e we a
world of such a thing?
Of
course we are. W i t h o u t
procrastination would we take
time for ourselves? Could we
swing in a hammock on a cool
afternoon, or read our latest
romance n o v e l ? We are
creatures of procrastination, we
live to be so. We usually do as

we are told and most often if not
always complete our tasks, so
why can we not take sometime
for ourselves and procrastinate,
procrastinate, procrastinate!
We as Canadians need to take
more time for ourselves and
procrastinate in a bath till our
fingers are all prunie. We need
to enjoy a sleep filled nap and
curl up with a warm kitten. We

should talk more on the phone
and less to a computer screen.
We need to be professional
procrastinators, at least on our
own
t i m e ! We s h o u l d
procrastinate at least once a day.
Life with no procrastinators
would be...
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O n December 26th, 1996
Boxing Day, V i c t o r i a was hit w i t h
a Sew Slakes oS snow, w h i c h
w o u l d later become the massive
S N O W S T O R M oS '9*. Victorians
Sound themselves tucked under
almost three Seet oS pure white
freezing snow. Most oS us w i l l
never Sorget the three days stuck
indoors, some w i t h no electricity,
others w i t h o u t essential things
such as m i l k and bread. T h e lucky
ones were still stocked u p aSter
the Christmas feast. It was
certainly a time to remember.

Tfte Kingdom of Camelot strikes again as the Prince,
of Camelot, John F. Kennedy Jr., America's number
one bachelor, marries fiis Cove Carolyn Bessette. Tfte
couple duped the press with their highly secretive
wedding held on September 21st 1996. Tfte couple
married in an intimate ceremony in a quaint little
church on Cumberland Island. It ftas been hailed the
wedding of the year and possibly the century. It was
charmed by descriptions such as /'It was everything a
wedding should be. Private, personal and about two
people in love."
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O N M A R C H 26TH. 1997. IN A
LARGE MANSION IN THE SAN
DIEGO AREA A MASS SUICIDE
M a d o n n a is now a mother, to her heautiful
OCCURRED. THE VICTIMS WERE
daughter Lourdes. I guess she's not so much "Like
SUSPECTED CULT MEMBERS OF
"HEAVEN S GATE." THE THIRTY NINE
a V i r g i n , " after all.
MEN A N D W O M E N DIED BY MEANS
OF DRUG A N D ALCOHOL INTAKE
MIXED WITH STRANGULATION.
THEIR BELIEF WAS T H A T BEHIND
swept
over
THE VISIBLE HALE BOPP C O M E T LAY
t h e 19 9 6 A c a d e m y A w a r d s
THEIR SHIP. THE SHIP T H A T
W O U L D TAKE THEM FROM THIS
winning nine
Oscars,
EARTH BACK T O THEIR RIGHTFUL
i n c l u d i n g Best
Picture.
HOME WHERE THEY WILL FINALLY
BE ABLE T O LEAVE THEIR
"VEHICLESTTHEIR H U M A N BODIES)
A N D RELEASE THEIR SOULS. A SAD
2) onouan. $ alley, a (Canadian tracl?
OCCURANCE BUT ONE T H A T
RESULTED IN N O LOSS OF LIVES.
EXCEPT THEIR O W N .

The English Patient

itar hrinai Lome the aofd in tLe 1996

THE FAMOUS RAP STAR 2 PAC WAS SHOT AND MURDERED IN L
LATER NITORIOUS BIG WAS MURDERED AS WELL
I
The classic STAR W A R S TRILOGY blew back
into theatres in the months of January ano
February of '97. Crowfcs Imeo the streets to set a
glimpse of the legenoAru, Luke Sku,walker as he
battles the evil Dark Vafcer in oroer to keep the
Darksifce from swallowing up the Rebellion. Star
Wars races into the top monevj making releases
of all time, surpassing E.T.'s olo recoro of ticket
sales. Of course it coulo not have succeet>efc so
highly a seconfc time, without the help of H^ns
Solo, Princess LeiA, Chewee, the oofc couple R2D2
^nt> OPO Ant) all the rest of the Amazing
characters. The overwhelming success of the rerelease of the Star Wars Trilogy is a b r c A t h - t A k i n g
S15V1 to both movie makers a v i d movie goers Alike.
I
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After a long drawn out murder case we all
finally may see an ending. On February 4th
1997, OJ Simpson was found liable for the
June 12,1994 deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald Goldman. Liable that is by means of
$5.5 million in compensatory damages, a hefty
sum that is to be paid to the Brown family and
the Goldman family. Simpson has stayed
completely silent since this verdict while the
father of Ron Goldman has stated "He can keep
his money, if he just signs a confession stating
he actually did kill my son and Nicole." Maybe
now after three long years Nicole Brown and
Ron Goldman may finally rest in peace.

Rosic O'Donnell admits to true love in a Fairy Tale world* Every since the
airing of Rosic O'Donnell's hit afternoon talk show, the world has known of
her over-sized crush on heart-throb Tom Cruise* Her own wish on the
couple, "Its not that I want to break my Tommy and Nicole up* All I want is
for him to come over and mow my lawn
in tight jeans and no shirt*"
Tom Cruise is currently married to actress Nicole Kidman* For Rosie, in real
life, having Tom's friendship seems more than enough*
f£

Tommy can you hear me

The plane crash in
the Florida
Everglades shocks
the world into
horror, while
killing all passengers.
Michael Jackson
is a father
to a son. What
next?

The school as it is now

T H E VICTORIAN — W E D N E S D A Y , M A Y 5, 1976.

Clje Batlp Colonist

A school to feel go
- J i m Ryan Photos
Spectrum Community
school principal W a l l y
Russell - " W e had the
ideas, now we've got the
building."

. . . i s

a l m o s t
r e a d y

Grade 12 student E l l y Brinkert
in open-area science lab
"Isn't it beautiful?"

By Connie Metcalfe

Wally Russell is an amiable sort
of guy he smiles a lot, sports a
slightly longish hairstyle, and
has the casual gait of a man who
enjoys life for the moment. N o t
exactly the stereotype principal
image, but Russell is head of
Spectrum C o m m u n i t y School,
w h i c h w i l l move into a
spectacular n e w b u i l i n g o n
Grange Road beside Marigold
elementary school next fall.
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Abram, Dustin
Adams, Paul
Adlkirchner, Nicole
Aheer, Tony Singh
Alarcon, Elma Rodina
Almasri, Badia
Alton, Wade
Alvarez, Willson
Amaral, Sabrina
Andersen, Byron
Anderson, Amanda
Anderson, Bonnie
Anderson, Christina
Aquino, David
Arbez, Chris
Arbez, Louise
Arens, Angela
Arlidge, Chris
Armitage, Sage
Armitage, Tara
Artel, Alisha
Asahan, Arturo
Asuncion, Wilson
Atkinson, William
Avis, Sarah
Baart, Brian
Baart, Shelley
Bailey, Steve
Bains, Jag
Baker, Cheri
Baldwin, Keith
Barnacha, Julius
Barter, Brian
Bayley, Mariko
Becker, Steve
Becker, Paul
Becvar, Correne
Bedi, Gurpreet
Beinhauer, Robin
Beliveau, Chantal
Beliveau, Crystal
Bell, Allison
Bellefontaine, Aimee
Bender, Nick
Bendick, Vanessa
Benko, Marc
Bennett, Christine
Benson Batsch, Iris
Berg, James
Bermudez, Heidi
Bertram, Erika
Bertrand, Amy
Bertrand, Katrine
Bertrand, Olivia
Betts, Cameron
Bhalla, Manu
Bhalla, Mena
Bhander, Sanjay
Bhatti, Balki
Bhatti, Kam
Biernacki, Diana Marie
Bickerton, Khris
Billings, Laura
Bissett, Heather
Bisson, Linda
Blackstock, Jordan
Blaikie, Scott
Board, Andrew
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Boggs, Reece
Bonner, Christina
Boorman, Lisa
Borges, Kathleen
Bourgeois, Niki
Bowles, Jennifer
Bragg, Mike
Bramley, Sarah
Brandt, Alicia
Brett, Avril
Bridgeman, Paul
Brown, Andrea
Brown, Dan
Brown, Kevin
Browning, Sara
Brune, Cory
Brunt, Jason
Bryan, Cara
Bulosan, Angelique
Bunting,-Adam
Burgess, Kathleen
Burkard, Steve
Burnam, Shannon
Bush, Marshall
Bustard, Nikole
Busuttil, Sarah
Butler, Nicole
Cadwallader, Sharilyn
Cahoon, Loreen
Calkins, Mike
Callan, Crystal
Callaway, Dara
Cameron, Michelle
Cameron, Crystal
Cameron, Naomi
Cardilickia, Charly
Casey, Nathan
Catchpole, Thera
Caton, Melissa
Cavaghan, Amy
Cervin, Rhiannon
Chabot, Crystal
Chalofoux, Chris
Chan, Mellissa
Chapman, Brandi
Charlie, Reggie
Chau, Binh
Chau, Hung
Chew, Aaron
Chiu, Nancy
Choi, Laura
Clapp, Veronica
Clark, Sharon
Clarke, Ashley
Clarke, Melaina
Clarkson, Josh
Clausen, Jen
Clayton, Al
Clewley, Chris
Coghill, Mike
Conway, Mike
Cook, Kyle Chris
Cool, Graham
Corbett, Josh
Cornes, Jesse
Couch, Stacie
Courtemanche, Natasha
Crabb, Mark
Cramp, Jenn

Crist, Jenn
Cronmiller, Sara
Crook, Corina
Csori, Julie
Cuizon, Christina
Cumisky, Lindsay
Cunlife, Sam

Ferguson, Dana
Filby, Adam
Finlayson, Brandon
Fitterer, Lydia
Flagg, Melissa
Flemming, Tyler
Fletcher, Alice

Curry, Raelene
Curtis, Carmen
Curtis, Mellissa
Cutler, Nicki
Cyr, David
D'Angelo, Dreu
Dalman, Angela
Daly, Ian
Dashwood-Jones, Sarah
Davidson, Geoffery
Davis, Shauna
Dawson, Lisa
Daynes, Lindsay
Delo, Lara
De Medeiros, Angie
De Medeiros, Nick
Denton, Aaron
Denton, Allison

Flindell, Tina
Flint, Adam
Flint, Matt
Flynn. Amanda
Forbes, Kelly
Ford, Corrie
Ford, Lisa A.
Ford, Lisa M .
Forest, Amy
Foulds, Tony
France, Scott
Fraser, Caleb
Freemantle, Jenifer
Frias, Fernando
Fuderburg, Aleutia
Furlong, Anna

Deringer, Shane
Derkacz, Joey
Desjarding, Tina
Dewalt, Ley a
Dhade, Gurbinder
Dhariwal, Manpreet
Dheri, Tony
Dhillion, Amy
Dick, Darlean
Dirr -Marsh, Jason
Dixon, Sarah
Djurkovic, Srdjan
Dodd, Amandip
Dodd, Kam
Doe, James
Dopierala, Robert
Dosanjh, Pam
Doty, Marcus
Dowd, Cappy
Drewniak, Aaron
Duffy, Simon
Dulai, Tony
Dulin, Jed
Dumont, Shawn
Dunham, Christopher
Dunlop, Heather
Duyndam, Jeff
Dyboal.Grant
Dymond, Craig
Edmunds, Mitchell
Ekering, Alex
Ell, David
Ellard, Michael
Elemes, Stu
Emmett, Robert
Entwistle, Jason
Evans, Justin
Fabre, Chantel
Faithfull, Jen
Fakunle, Dayo
Faust, Chad
Faust, Ryan
Faust, Steven
Favell, Kristy

Gale, Kristina
Galon, Mandeep
Gallipeau, Stephen
Galvao, Shaun
Garrison, Mark
Gaudry, Marlene
Gerow, Jen
Gibbins, Sarah
Gibson, Brent
Gilbert, Gord
Gill, Harminder
Gill, Jessie
Gill, Nancy
Gilmore, Ryan
Girard, Vinnie
Gnam, Jason
Goebel, Lindsay
Good, Trevor
Gordon,Mel
Goudie, Bryan
Gower.Sarah
Graham, Ricki
Grant, April
Green, Kim
Green, Shannon
Greene, Steven
Groves, Joanna
Grube, Saul
Guray, Ravi
Guy, Rosemary
Gwilliam, Alex
Hahn, Landon
Haines, Chris
Hall, Mark
Hamstra, Jeff
Hanman, Jeff
Harbicht, Robbie
Harder, Geoffery
Harding, Kristine
Harlson, Adar
Harris, Christine
Harrison, Lisa
Hartley, Garry
Haymes, Samantha
Hayter-Kosky, Sachika
Heartwell, Natalie

Heavenor, Tyler
Hebb, Julie
Helland, Aaron
Hennis, Christa
Hennis, Jason
Hepburn, Stephanie
Hicke. Lisa
Hiekel, Chantel
Hill, Leanna
Hitchcock, Brandi
Hodgeson, Michael
Hoffmann, Stu
Hofmann, Angela
Holcombe, Brenda
Holness, Becky
Holt, Stephanie
Hoole, Trasie
Hooper, Lee-Ann
Home, Jonah
Horvath, Kevin
Hotte, Shannon
Howard, Mike
Huget, Dezeray
Hughes, Mitch
Hughes, Tyler
Humphries, Matt
Hundal, Inderdeep
Huri, Aren
Hulburt, Aaron
Ireland, Jeff
Jackson, Cheryl
Jacobson, Allyson
Jacobson, Michelle
Jang, Allan
Jawi, Amarjit
Jenkin, Scott
Jew, Rick
Johl, Tzzara
Johnson, Andrea
Johnson, Anita
Johnson, Derek
Johnson, Leah
Johnstone, Carmen
Jones, Courtenay
Jones, Cristine
Jones, Rob
Kaloti, Jesse
Kanga, Zal
Kardum, Ivica
Kardum, Natalie
Keane, Sarah
Keddie, Erin
Kellogg, Nathan
Kendler, Ryan
Kendler, Tammy
Keo, Nath
Kudra, Lisa
Kidd, Kimberly
Kilmer, Amy
King, Kim
Kirk, Greg
Kirk, Travis
Klappe, Laura
Knight, Darren
Knudson, Damaris
Koch, Christine
Kochuk, Scott
Kohnew, Terry
Koller, Melanie

Komal, Simi
Kosjer, Dragana
Kozicki, Sara
Kozicki, Shanno n
Krawchuck, Matthew
Kresier, Steph
Krich, Ben
Kucheran, Mike
Kusz, Daniel
Kvakic, Sasha
Kyle, Stacy
Labiuk, Amie
Laing, Tamara
Lake, Odin
Lalari, Susan
Lalich, Tony
Lam, Sharon
Lamb, Jacob
Lambert, Mike
Lapka, Jeff
Larsen, Erik
Larsen, Tina
Lavoie, Angel
Lawrence, James
Layo,Jon
Leach, Charmaine
Learning, Sarah
Leavitt, Angela
Lee, Jada
Leedham, Cory
Lees, Kalen
Lejeune, Kim
Lejeune, Richard
Lenius, Lisa
Lennerton, Joanne
Leung, Herman
Li, Petsy
Liimatta, Joe
Linton, Mike
Loglisci, Daniel
Logue,Kelly
Long.Justin
Longevay, Jacob
Louie, Anika
Low, Dan
Lowther, Chrys
Lu, Geyi
Luong Le, Thuy
Lupton, Dan
Lyle, Sandra
Macdonald, Brie
Macdonald, Karen
Madrid, Carolyn
Magee, Erin
Maitland, Christina
Maitland, Christopher
Malcom, Robert
Maloney, Jenn
Manhas, Sarbjit
Manson, Rob
Markolefas, George
Marlinga, Jazmin
Marquette, Jenene
Marte, Tricia
Martyn, Dan
Martyn, Taylor
Marx, Mike
Mason, Rob
Matthews, Sara

McBeth, Andrew
McCallum, Aaron
McColl, Tim
McColm, William
McCool, Jessica
McDougall, Robbie
McFeteridge, Greg
McGeachie, Jason
McKay, Noel
McLean, Daren
McLeod, Faith
McLeod, Sue
McMillanJamie
McMullen, Adriana
McNeil, Christine
McRae, Holly
McTavish, Chris
Meiklejohn, Wesley
Melvin, Jessica
Mendez. Winston
Metivier, Adam
Meyer, Katie
Meyer, Melissa
Milchalski, Elise
Mickelson, Larla
Middleton, Derek
Miller, Debra
Miller, Kailey
Minaker, Erin
Minto, Morgan
Mitchell, Carmen
Mitchell, Peter
Mitchell, Shellina
Mohr, James
Molia, Sipili
Monteith, Shaun
Mooney, Jaqueline
Morrison, Logan
Morros, Bob
Morros, Shauna
Morton, Nick
Morton, Shane
Moss, Alan
Meuller, Nick
Myren, Brent
Myrick, Leif
Nelson, Erin
Nelson, Jen
Nelson, Nathan
Nelson, Ryan
Nelson, Spencer
Ngo, Bick
Nguyen, Kelly
Nguyen, Phuong
Nguyen, Quy
Nicholson, Vanessa
Niechcial, Paulina
Nielsen, James
Nielsen, Jeffrey
Nijjar, Ravinder
Nisula, Adam
Nixon, Jesse
Noble, Jason
Nolan, Mike
Norbury, Michael
O' Connell, Cory
Oerzen, Beate
Ojala, Wayne
Ollson, Corie

Omiston, John
Osberg, Ryan
Pabbi, Michelle
Pabla, Rav
Paget, Jeni
Parker, Darren
Parry, Stephanie
Parsons, Ryan
Patterson, Jason
Paul, Raj
Paul, Ishika
Paul, Tiana
Pearson, Kristian
Pelletier, Curtis
Peppin, Jack
Pereira, Susie
Perry, Dan
Perr y, Sloane
Perry, Yvonne
Petch, Laura
Pfeifer, Lucas
Piturar, Joe
Point, Jason
Poldrugovac, Vinko
Poppe, Leslie
Porter, Jen
Porter, Sean
Power, Sandi
Powly, Courtney
Pratt, Christine
Price, Amber
Prior, John
Punia, Suneet
Pye, Steven
Quenet, Daryl
Rach ,Jodi
Raj, Gursharn
Ralston, Matthew
Randle, David
Rasmus, Cameron
Rathbone, Andrea
Ray, Amber
Raynor, Colleen
Reburn, Chris
Reburn, Mahta
Reece, Mike
Rhodes, Shane
Richardson, Janine
Riches, Randy
Ritchie, Heather
Roach, Justin
Roach, Mike
Roberts, Colin
Robertson, Gerrit
Robillard, Andrew
Robinson, Alysha
Roderman, Pam
Rodriguez, Jake
Roland, Nick
Roly, Milan
Roulette, Tara
Rozee, Jennifer
Rozylo, Ian
Ruffolo, Vincent
Rumsby, Bonnie
Russell, Melissa
Saini, Ritu
Salmons, Kevin
Sandhu, Suk

Scagliati, Mike
Schneider, Crystal
Schultz, Alana
Schultz, Jen
Schur, Mike
Schwark, Sean
Scow, Casey
Scott, Gordy
Sekhon, Karen
Sequeira, Joline
Sheffield, Colin
Sheppard, Nicole
Shonki, Jassi
Sidorik, Candace
Sihota, Kevan
Sihota, Sarina
Simonson, Eric
Sims, Ryan
Singh, Deepak
Singleton, Claire
Skinner, Blair
Small, Lucas
Smallwood, Mat
Smith, Crystal
Smith, Del
Smith, Doug
Smith, Jason
Smith, Mike
Sorenson, Kristen
Sotheran, Tricia
South, Laura
Spilsbury, Mark
Spurling, Tiffany
Sran, Bobby
St. Pierre, Cheryl
Stefani, Dean
Steffens, Brandi
Stewart, Christy
Stewart, Sean
Stone, Kimberly
Stowell, Kirk
Strange, Oliver
Stuart, Brad
Sutherland, Laura
Sykes, Graeme
Tahoney, Kevin
Tarrant, Isla
Tataryn, Jason
Taylor, Angela
Taylor, Ben
Taylor, Dan
Taylor, Heather
Teixeira, Laurie
Teng, Angela
Teves, Dave
Thammavong, Jack
Thomassen, Jeremy
Thorsteinson, Daniel
Tiffin, Shawn
Tinga, Elizabeth
Tobin, Brenda
Tom, Monika
Travers, Scott
Tremblay, Adam
Laroche.Catherine
Tribe, Adam
Troung, Kevin
Troung, Lan
Truscott, Josiah

Tschetter, Carly
Twiss, Darren
Utterson, Kristie
Van't Haaff, Marinda
Van Buskirk, Lisa
Veltri, Peter
Vermiere, Chris
Vetrie, Kirsten
Vezina, Matt
Viberg, Jason
Viveiros, Paul
Vondra, Mike
Vucic, Emily
Wadsworth, Leon
Walker, Kristal
Walker, Melissa
Wallace, Jeff
Walper, Ryan
Walsh, Dave
Warde, Mike
Watson, Terry
Watters, Brian
Watters, Nathaniel
Watters, Steve
Watts, Cecelia
Webb, Chris
Webb, Erin
Webb, Graeme
Webb, Richard
Webster, Ewan
Weening, Jeff
Weir, Adam
Welham, Geoff
Werhun, Leslie
West, Tammy
Weston, Kyle
Wharram, Adam
Whysker, Derek
Wicks, Bob
Wiebe, Daniel
Wight, Jayson
Williams, Chris
Williams, Jason
Williams, Jeremy
Williams, Lauren
Williams, Melissa
Williams, Mike
Willson, Rebecca
Wilson, Amanda
Wilson, Carrie-Anne
Wilson, Jacklyn
Wilson, Leah
Wilson, Melissa
Wilson, Nathan
Winter, Jocelyn
Wishart, Carrie-Anne
Wong, Janice
Woo, Nick
Wood, Christine
Wood, Darrell
Wood, Nathan
Worobets, Jason
Wright, Dan
Wright, Jennifer
Wutzke, Kara
Yardley, Ben
Young, Jacqui
Young, Jen
Zullich, Angie
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Cover and end sheets: Jake Rodriguez
Special art effects: Rob Jones
Thank- you Ted Sarkissian and Photography class
To Mrs. Hall, Thanks for your late nights and your envolvement, with out you we would'nt have an
annual.
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